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Geno DiPol, Publisher

Vibrasonic Roadster!

W

e are extremely honored to be
featuring Elden Titus’ recently
completed Vibrasonic Roadster
on the cover and inside this issue of Car Kulture DeLuxe. In case you haven’t been following
the story of this car from the beginning, allow
us to relate an abridged version of it.
Elden Titus called our Managing Editor,
Alan Mayes, in late 2007, all excited about a
new project he wanted to build, a ground-up
salute to the show rods of the 1960s, a car in
the vein of Ed Roth’s famous cars, but with a
steel body rather than fiberglass. Elden had
built many customs over the years, including
some with his brother Jerry and close friend
Gary Meyers. Probably the best known was the
Voodoo Spider, also a 1960s style show rod.
George Barris and Elden had sat down
and sketched out a few ideas on paper before
Elden called us. We were enthused about the
project, too, and all agreed that we and Barris
would have input and that Car Kulture DeLuxe
would document the process of the Vibrasonic’s creation and reveal it as a feature
when completed, but the car was really
Elden’s baby. He was building it and he was
paying for it. Sal Salvador did a computergenerated artistic rendering and the car was
soon under construction, with plans to debut
at Darryl Starbird’s Tulsa, Oklahoma, show in
February 2009.
We announced the Vibrasonic’s build to
the world in Car Kulture DeLuxe #26. Over the
next year, every issue of CKD featured an update article and there were very few variations
from the original concept.
Elden had battled cancer for several
years but had been feeling pretty good when
he started the Vibrasonic. He worked hard on
it for a year and displayed the unfinished car
in bare metal at the KKOA Leadsled Spectac4
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ular in Salina, Kansas, in July 2008. The car
was a huge hit, the talk of the show. Shortly
after that, it was discovered that Elden’s cancer
had advanced. He passed away in October
2008 at the age of only 60. The project went
dormant for about a year.
Elden’s wife, Tammy, decided it was
time to make Elden’s dream car a completed
reality, so she enlisted the help of Elden’s
friends and family and the project was back
on in earnest. Gary Meyers, one of Elden’s
oldest friends, was enlisted as the project
manager and the Vibrasonic moved to his
shop. Gary and Elden had worked side by
side on several cars and Gary was well aware
of the plans for the Vibrasonic and he tried to
follow them as closely as possible. Elden was
well-loved, so getting top notch volunteers
was not difficult. They all wanted to see the
Vibrasonic Roadster completed and they
wanted to honor their pal at the same time.
Fittingly, the Vibrasonic made one
more trip in its unfinished state, with the
bodywork complete and in primer, to the
Leadsled Spectacular last year. It was fin-

ster and custom cars in general. Elden could
always be counted on for a good word and a
smile. He was one of a kind and so is his beautiful car. We’re honored and humbled that he
chose us to present it to you. Enjoy the views.
Other stuff
As much as we love the Vibrasonic
Roadster, it isn’t the only cool car in this issue.
If smooth kustoms are your thing, you’ll need
to check out Gary Birns’ jaw-dropping ’64
Pontiac Grand Prix. Built at the direction of
Richard Zocchi, it will have you staring at the
pages under a magnifier, trying to take in all
the details. We also present two fine 1950s
Buick kustoms, an early build ’46 Ford, a
Model A Tudor rod, and a club-owned ’55
Chevy gasser.
Hot rodding has deep roots and Robert
Genat dug some of them up for us in the
form of some very early hot rod photos.
Along the history note, we have American
Pickers’ Mike Wolfe with his great Iowa club
plaque collection. A look at it will make you
pay more attention at your next swap meet.

We announced the Vibrasonic’s build to the world
in Car Kulture DeLuxe #26. Over the next year, every
issue of CKD featured an update article and there were
very few variations from the original concept.
ished cosmetically in time to make Starbird’s
show in February but it had to be pushed in
and out. On Memorial Day weekend, Travis
Scanlan did a complete photo shoot with
Christine Rice as our lovely model. We fell
for Christine a year ago when she won the
pin-up contest at the Leadsled show, so it
was appropriate for her to join us for the
photos of the Vibrasonic. Check out the
cover and the feature and we believe you’ll
agree with us wholeheartedly. The photos
were taken at the Kansas Aviation Museum
in Wichita, who welcomed us and Elden’s car
with open arms. They were great hosts.
After the photo shoot, Gary went to
work on the mechanicals. The 401 Nailhead
now runs great and as we write this, the car
is on its way to Salina once again, this time as
a running, finished tribute to its builder and
designer, Elden Titus.
We miss Elden terribly. Alan used to
talk to him often about the Vibrasonic Road-

One of our favorite kustom car builders
is Bill Hines and we were invited to his 90th
birthday celebration, so we took along a camera to grab some photos of the legend and his
friends (and their cars). We also swooped in on
the Stray Kat 500, one of the premier Midwest
kustom car shows. What a great show! So was
Rodz for the Kauze, which benefited the Nevada Childhood Cancer Foundation this year.
Rodders are pushovers for kids, especially sick
ones, so it’s no surprise they came out in force
for that show.
Like a bit of a project work to keep
you interested in your own? We have the latest
update on “Memories,” the Rich Pichette
Alzheimer’s Disease Benefit kustom being
built in California. In the nation’s breadbasket,
we watch as Rock’s Rod & Custom transforms
a beat down ’51 Chevy Bel Air into a dependable
cross-country kustom.
No matter what you like, we have you
covered. Read on.
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Talk &Tease
Age: 25
Occupation: Pin-up model, singer
Sign: Taurus
Stats: 34-23-33
Favorite Band: Marilyn Manson
Favorite Films: Old horror movies like Frankenstein, Dracula etc.
Favorite TV Shows: Supernatural, South Park,
Adams Family
Vices: High heels & vintage lingerie
What Makes You Happy?: Live my life and wake
up every morning with the man that I love
What Makes You Sad?: Hypocrisy and jealousy
Six Things You Can’t Live Without: Red lipstick,
my family, music, high heels, my nylons from
Cervin, & my amazing boyfriend
Favorite Drinks: Tea, Tequila Sunrise, champagne
Favorite Cars: Chevrolet Impala, 1950 Mercury
Favorite Animal: Cat
Favorite Flower: Lily & rose
Favorite Place to Visit: New York
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DeluxeLetters

Zoom
I just picked up Car Kulture DeLuxe, June
2012. I really enjoyed the “Old Bones” article
because we have been racing [at Bonneville]
for seven years. Our pickup is a 1949 Studebaker which currently holds the record in
XF/MP at just over 121 MPH. We broke the Old
Bones record by just over 9 MPH.
Donald Houseman
Houseman/Fioresi Racing
Sonoma, CA
Grandpa’s Rat Ride
The family and I try to get to a few
shows a year. My son Tom and I worked on my
’54 and my grandson Jordan always reminds
me it’s not a fast car; it’s definitely a rat and
ain’t a hot rod. Hence the name “Grandpa’s
Rat Ride.” The club plaque “ VEEBLEFETZERS” (short definition: “ type of machine,
very complicated or with no discernible purpose”) explains that I’ve had my share of
complications. Thanks for viewing my rat and
thanks for keepin’ Ol’ Skool cool.
Brian Peters
Gilroy, CA
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Write to: Car Kulture Deluxe • PO Box 1928 • Tullahoma, TN 37388 or email us: staff@ckdeluxe.com

We like to hear about the whole family
involved in homebuilt car projects and we think
“Grandpa’s Rat Ride” is Ol’ Skool cool, too.
Good for your Health
About three years ago, my father Jeff
was on chemotherapy [which lasted] for a
year and a half. This year he hurt his back, had
to have back surgery and was out of work for
six months. With all the troubles he went
through, the only thing we ever heard him
complain about was making sure he had
funds to buy “the Ol’ Skool Rodz Magazine” because he already has a subscription to Car Kulture DeLuxe. Despite his setbacks, he always
helped us work on our car and managed to
tinker with the ‘30 Model A he is building.
Lucky me, he just let me look at the latest
issue of your magazine so I just thought I
would just drop you a note about it.
Bryan Pelley
Jeff is cool! We always knew we contributed
to the successful mental health status of American
hot rodders. Thanks for sharing this with us and
sending our best wishes for his good health.

Nice, Nice, Nice
My name is Justin Z. and I just finished
my bike. It’s a ‘78 Honda CB750 that I’ve “bobber-ed” out. I also have a ‘55 Ford F100 that I
built with my father as my first car. These are
all I drive! I keep one running so I can wrench
on the other. I learned everything from my
Pops, Jim, so I want to give credit! Thanks
guys and keep up the good work!
Cool rides, Jason. Nice work. Dad raised
you up right!
A Lil’ Ol’ Skool Style
Love your mags and really want to be
a part of it as much as I can, but it’s hard to
do when you’re ill with limited resources. I
wanted to know if you ever considered
something with a little ol’ skool style. Just
thought I’d give it a shot for the hell of it.
Thanks for your time.
Kurt Zellmer
Memphis,TN
Even though your truck is newer, it’s still
stylin’! Nice ride, man.
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Little Man
Turns 90!
By Anna Marco & John Saltsman
Additional photos: John Barber, Fabian Fioto & Jimmy Severino

The world best loved lead slinger turned 90 and 200
friends and lots o’ custom cars celebrated with a cruise-in
at Bob’s Big Boy in Downey, California.
Blue-eyed beginnings
ill Hines was born a twin in Erie, Pennsylvania, on March 23, 1922, and grew
up in Jackson, Tennessee, and Detroit,
Michigan. In 1941, he quit the 11th grade and
opened up his own gas station on Dix Highway
in Lincoln Park. There he started building cars
and did body and paint work. His first custom
was for himself, fabbed from a brand new 1941
Buick convertible. Later, while working at the
Dean family’s Nash dealership doing paint
jobs, Bill apprenticed young Dick Dean.
In the 1950s, the wee one opened shop
in Detroit and in 1958 won “Best Altered Street
Roadster” for Marty Ribits’ 1934 Ford, “ The
Golden Nugget,” at the Detroit Autorama. That
same year, he moved to California (driving the
original 1951 Ford “Bat”) where Gene Simmons
saw him and asked him to work for George
Barris at Barris Kustoms.
In 1959, he relocated back to Detroit,
and painted Jerry Yatch’s 1959 Chevrolet
Impala with candy apple paint, purported to

B
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be one of the first cars in the Detroit area ever
painted with that scheme. Overloaded with
candy themed paint projects, Bill hired the
Alexander Brothers, who traded body work
for how-to instructions on paint jobs.
In 1960, Bill moved back to California,
opened shop in Lynwood, and did sub-contracting for Barris Kustoms. There he
painted John Lennon’s “Serendipitous
Journey ” Bentley in psychedelic rainbow
candies. He also built Eddie Martinez’s 1959
El Camino. One notable vehicle out of this
shop was Tatz Gotanda’s “Buddha Buggy,”
with its fadeaway paint job, dual sunken
aerials, signature teardrop taillights,
batwings, and split Nash bumpers. Buddha
Buggy was featured in several magazines
and endures to this day (see CKD #36).
Master Mechanic
Bill Hines is credited with setting automotive trends such as use of batwings,
molded-in side pipes and full hydraulic lift

Gene Winfield and Bill Hines
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systems, which garnered him the nickname
“Godfather of Hydraulics” in the lowrider
community. In the 1980s, his work included
restoring antique cars and converting
Cadillac Seville’s into 2-door convertibles.
In 1983, his shop moved to Bellflower where
he built cars such as the “Lil’ Bat” (1983 Riviera), the “Big Bat” (1957 Lincoln) and the
Bat Clone (another ‘51 Ford coupe) with
scallops laid out by Jerry Weesner. Those
three “Bats” are Darryl Starbird’s museum
in Oklahoma. He also worked on projects
for John D’Agostino and built a Matranga
Merc clone at this shop.
Bill is a master at building working
convertible top mechanisms from scratch. He
recently converted a 4-door Merc into a 2door, full fold down convertible from scratch
for the Hirohata clone convertible. Mike
Alexander says, “He is the only one I know
who can build a car and do a convertible top
from scratch, too. It takes 13 guys with plans
to do that in my dealership.”
Retirement, the bad “R” word
“ Without the support of my wife, Lova,
and my two sons, I wouldn’t have been able to
pursue my dream of becoming a custom car
builder,” Bill states.
“Golden years” have not slowed him. At
the age of 81, he and other noted custom car
builders chopped and sectioned a car in less
than a week for the Jesse James team 1954 old
school Chevy project on Monster Garage. At 86,
he was working on the Hirohata clone. At 89,

he was chopping tops for a ‘36 Ford, a ‘68
Chevy PU and doing an onsite 5 ½” chop at
the KKOA Leadsled Spectacular in three days
(in 100 degree heat) with Keith Dean, Brad
Masterson, and Alex Gambino.
Today at his Lynwood shop, the one
packed to the rafters with car parts, his son
Mike, and grandson Mitchell are his customizing cohorts. The day after his 90th
birthday, he was working on his own fully
customized El Camino and has a Brougham
in the wings. In reality, you can fill an entire
book with famous cars he’s built since 1941.
He’s a mechanical genius.
Happy birthday, dear friend
Who is “Little Man” and why do we
love him? Is it because he’s shorter than a
lowered car, has twinkling eyes bluer than
the “Buddha Buggy,” and is known for his
signature suspenders and half chewed
cigar? Perhaps it’s his caricature, that one
with the cigar and the torch in hand. Yes, it
is all of that and so much more.
His most important legacy is that he inspires all of us to work at our passion. To him,
painting and fabricating cars for seven
decades, despite the perils of lacquer and
lead fumes, is the secret to his longevity. Let’s
toast him with a chocolate milkshake, “ Happy
birthday to you, Bill Hines, and many more!
Thanks: Bob’s Big Boy, 7447 Firestone
Boulevard, Downey, CA . PH: (562) 928-2627.
Resources:
www.kustomrama.com.
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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By Josh Mills

T

THE FIX IT GENE

here is something inherent in some
of us that makes us want to fix
things. Maybe it’s genetic or maybe
it just goes along with being a gearhead,
but if it’s broken, we fix it or at least give it
a really good try. Big things, little things,
honey-do things, other people’s things - all
needing something to make them right.
And in a world where things are now made
to be disposable instead of being repaired,
sometimes that’s a tall order.
Hardly a day goes by that I don’t
have the opportunity to fix something or
try to make it better. Whether it’s something in the shop or at home, there is always something that breaks, is worn out
or just needs a simple repair, and there is something satisfying about the
challenge of taking something that doesn’t work or
is broken and making it
like new or sometimes
even better than new.
Around the house, it
seems like there is always
a permanent revolving list
of mundane repairs, swaps
and improvements that
need to be done. These honey-do fixes and
household repairs are less gratifying than
the gearhead related ones but they still
need to be done and still provide the good
“hey, I got that checked off the list” feeling.
I can also attest to what we are called on to
fix as parents. I’ve heard “Daddy, can you
fix it?” more times than I can count. It’s
amazing what you can do with some ingenuity, a little Super Glue, and a screw or
two when it comes to children’s toys. And
sometimes a little George Bailey sleight of
hand is needed on the kids stuff that is
really, really broken like Zsu Zsu’s flower in
It’s A Wonderful Life.
The process of fixing things starts
with breaking things, and it starts young
because I have seen my boys dismantle
toys and household items and put them
back together as toddlers. You can almost
see the gears in their heads turning as
they realize “this piece goes here” and
“this piece does that.” It’s a desire to see
how things work and how they come
apart and go back together and that
know-how eventually turns into the ability to fix things.

10
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Old car projects are basically a
bunch of small fixes and repairs that add
up to one big one. It’s easy to get overwhelmed unless you break it down into
those small jobs first with the end goal
being the complete car. The small fixes
provide the instant gratification (well, not
always instant) needed to keep you going
until the whole big project is complete.
And on the old drivers there is always
something that needs attention.
Recently I had been putting off putting a pair of door handle return springs
in my Mercury. They had been in the glove
box waiting for installation for months
and after my wife nearly fell out from the
door not latching, I decided it was time. Sometimes getting the right
motivation to begin the fix
is harder than the repair
itself. An hour later I had
both interior door handles with working springs
that latched without
pushing the handle down.
I was so enamored with
the new repair that I
Josh Mills
caught myself going to the
garage several times to lift up on the handle and watch it spring back; so simple a
fix, yet so satisfying when it’s done.
I remember as a teenager having a
blown head gasket on my flathead Studebaker engine. It was an intimidating job to
me. My stepfather was walking me through
it as it was my first major engine repair and
I remember getting the head off and seeing
the pistons and valves staring up at me in
the glow of the shop light. I felt as if I was
doing open heart surgery on my car. I
scraped the gasket surface clean and had
had the head ready to go the machine shop
when we called it a night. I remember
throwing a towel over the headless engine
and saying, “I sure hope this will run again.”
My stepfather chuckled, knowing it wasn’t
a big deal as he had tackled many similar
fixes. But it was a big deal to me. And sure
enough, it went back together without a
hitch and fired right up and put a big smile
on my face. I realized then that with a little
know-how and, maybe more importantly,
the willingness to try, you can fix just about
anything you set your mind to… and there
is always something to fix.
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Marx’s
1928 TUDOR
12
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By Chadly Johnson; Model: Tea Simpson

M

arx Barry of Woodbury, Minnesota,
is a talented tattoo artist and a
passionate hot rodder who is responsible for the slick sedan you see before
you. Though he has 16 years of slinging ink
behind him, tattooing was not his original
calling. Marx spent a number of years as a
graphic artist, but found himself getting
burned out, so he walked away from it and
spent a couple of years trying to figure out
what he wanted to do. The opportunity to
begin tattooing literally fell in his lap as he
was getting tattooed himself and the shop
doing the work asked him if he would be interested in an apprenticeship. It was during
his time working in a couple different shops
that he developed the desire to own a hot
rod, mostly from just seeing them around
the area and in magazines/movies. Marx had
actually grown up in a body shop, but found
himself more interested in bikes and built
several over the years. Then he set his sights
on the four wheeled variety.
Marx initially called on his niece’s husband, Andy, who owns Suicide Axle Hot Rod
Shop in Sycamore, Illinois, to build him a car.
Andy agreed to do the majority of the work,
but told Marx he had to come down and help
out. He also told Marx that he needed to pay
attention as he was only going to do this once.
Marx wanted a Model A and was leaning toward a coupe when Andy suggested a
sedan due to price and availability. With
Marx’s approval, Andy quickly located a rock
solid sedan body and the project was on.
Both Marx and Andy began picking up parts
with the thought of having the build be as traditional as possible, yet still be able to be a
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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1928 TUDOR
daily driven car, and one Marx could safely
cruise from Woodbury to Chicago. For this
reason, the bulletproof small block Chevy
was chosen, backed by a 4-speed.
With the long distance between them,
Andy would mock up components such as
headlights, dashes, etc on the sedan, and then
send pictures to Marx for his approval. The
sedan came together quickly as Andy is a workaholic and put in 12-16 hour days in his shop.
When it came time for the front suspension, Andy told Marx about a guy in his
area named Titus, owner of East Side Speed
Shop, who drops front axles. Titus hooked
the sedan up with a 4” dropped I-beam.
Marx mentioned to Titus that the SBC he
had picked up had been lying on its side for
years and was seized. Titus said he had the
means to do the machine work on it if he was
interested, so Marx brought him the mill.
When the engine was ready for assembly,
Titus said to call if he needed any help. Now
we’ve all heard those kind words before, but
Titus is one of those individuals who are sincere in their offers to help. Marx said he
never intended to assemble the engine himself, but with cell phone in hand and Titus
guiding him through the process, he successfully did just that.
Marx’s initial plan for the look of the
sedan was rusty metal and an unpainted
frame but as he put in more and more time
on the project, a “finished look” crept up on
him. As Marx worked on parts, he saw them
clean up and start to look nice, so a coat of
primer was shot on them. Marx stated that as
he gave the parts further attention, Andy
would tease him saying, “don’t go making that
part look too nice, or you’ll have to paint it.”
Eventually the chassis got the full gloss
treatment and it was time to figure out a
paint scheme for the body. Marx spent time
hanging out at the local paint store checking
out various paint styles and colors. He decided on a color that was almost black, but
when the body was shot, the color came out
closer to a gun ship grey, which Marx found
himself liking even more. The sedan neared
completion in the span of one year with Marx
putting in long weekends and vacation weeks
doing as much of the grunt work as possible.
A tri-power was scored from eBay with
the seller stating the set-up came off a “running car.” Ever heard that before? In this case
Marx says he got lucky. He bolted the intake
on, never touching the carbs, and the engine
purred like a kitten. Lake headers were built
by Matt at Geardrive in Golden Valley, Minnesota, and early Mustang seats received the
tuck-n-roll treatment from the amazing Jennie at Upholstery by Stich Bitch.
14
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Marx now recalls that he really got connected into the hot rod scene in the Midwest
from the connections and friends he met
through out his sedan’s build. He also noted
how cool it is that people seem to come out
of the woodwork when you are building
something and he was impressed by their
willingness to help out.
The sedan roared to life in the early
fall, and Marx put about 50 miles on it,
hanging close to the shop. A final thrash
fest that ended at 3:00 AM on the Friday
of the Hunnert Car Pile-Up gave the
sedan a new top insert. After a couple
hours of sleep, Marx successfully attended the show, then made the long trip
home to Minnesota the following day,
proving the sedan more than reliable.
After several years of enjoying the
sedan, Marx made the leap of faith to start his
own tattoo shop along with three friends.
Like many builders and artists who have
made the same decision, personal sacrifices
were required. Marx sacrificed his sedan to
fund the starting of the tattoo shop, “Rose of
No Man’s Land,” where he hooked me up with
some new ink as I wrote this feature.
The shop has really taken off and Marx
is already deep into the build of his second
hot rod, a ‘27 T roadster. The ‘27 is being built
primarily by Marx as he applies the skills
handed down to him by Andy and a host of
other great hot rodders involved in his
sedan’s build. First hot rods often teach us a
great deal and are hard to let go of, but their
memories live on. If you see Marx’s old sedan
rolling around be sure and check it out and
keep an eye open for his future roadster that
will be tearing up the back roads of Minnesota very soon.
Special thanks to Jeff “ Titus” Bloedorn
& Brian Hibbard.

STATISTICS
OWNER

Marx Barry

SUSPENSION

CAR

1928 Ford Model A Tudor

Front

1932 Ford mono-leaf

BUILDER

Suicide Axle Hot Rods

Rear

1940 Ford mono-leaf

BODY

MISCELLANEOUS

Paint

Grey 2-stage with flat clear

Wheels

1935 Ford wires

Painter

Jerry Didio

Tires

F: Firestone 6.00-16

Graphics

Von Sven
Brakes

F: 1948 Ford
1960s Mustang

R: Firestone 7.50-16 rear
R: 1962 Mercury

ENGINE
Type

Chevy 327

Seats

Carburetion

3x2 Rochester

Taillights

1949 Hudson

Upholstery

Stich Bitch

DRIVETRAIN
Transmission

Saginaw 4-speed

Rear End

9” Ford
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whitewall must be “period correct.” Blackwall tires are primarily for ‘30s and ‘40s cars.
For example, a ‘60s kustom will always have
narrow whitewalls and a ‘50s kustom will
have wide ones. All drivetrain components
must be of the type available when the car
was produced or in the years immediately
following production. So, no small block
Chevys or 700R4 transmissions will be used.
There are no disc brakes, no air bags and no
digital stereo systems. There are plenty more
“signs” carried by the Traditionalist as well.
These include rules about the choice of paint
type, color and interior materials and stitching, but the bottom line is that “kustom” is
spelled with a “k” and that about sums it up...
and they win a lot of trophies.
The result of all of these rules is most
often kustom cars that look and drive like
something that just slipped through a time
portal. These re-creations transport us back
to a time when resources were few and design was determined by the limits of skill and
tools. I personally venerate the builders and
the cars of this type because I am not capable
of doing what they did back in the day, and I
admire what they were able to achieve with
what they had to work with.

Is it “KUSTOM”
or “CUSTOM?”
GIMME A SIGN!
By Ron Springer
“Do this, don’t do that; can’t you read the sign?”

W

hen it comes to custom cars, or
even kustom cars, there is a great
and long running debate afoot
about what exactly they are. I was recently
reading posts on a popular message board on
the topic and the more I read, the more confused I became. There are a couple of camps
whose consistently vocal and determined
opinions seem to dominate the debate, so I
will start with them.
The Traditionalist: These fellows are
hardcore when it comes to their “signs” and
their cars. They make no bones about it: any
car that is to be called a “kustom” must conform to some very strict guidelines. First, a
16
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traditional kustom car will have no billet aluminum anywhere on it. The rule is chrome or
painted surfaces only. The body must be
modified in such a way as to pay homage to
“the look” of cars that cruised in the ‘40s and
‘50s. All modifications must be done exactly
as they were done back then - no Bondo, lead
only! The “sign” also reads “No kustom shall
have parts or modifications pre-dating the
model of the car being kustomized.”
Techniques for chopping, shaving, sectioning, frenching and molding are painstakingly researched and followed with a
Zen-like adherence. Aluminum and magnesium wheels are a big no-no, too. This is a
hub caps and steel wheels only club. Tires
must never be radials and the width of the

Enter the Modernist: As you might
expect, in this genre almost anything goes.
These guys and gals have their own “signs”
and they are changing like the corner
billboard. Ever since the small block Chevy
engine arrived on the scene, it has been
dropped into their cars in countless variations. Powerplants in these cars can be
naturally aspirated, fuel-injected, turbocharged
or supercharged. You’ll see Chevy engines in
Fords, Chrysler motors in Chevys and just
about any other combination you can imagine. Choice of transmission for the Modernist
is determined by how and where the car will
be driven... and it will be driven! Take a look
at one of these cars in the sun, and the paint
will blind you. There are no “signs” that say
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anything about three stage paint or choice of
color. Chances are if you get into one of these
cars, it will drive much like a modern car. It
will have power disc brakes, power steering
(rack and pinion), air conditioning, remote
door poppers, power seats, a nice stereo and
radial tires. It may have hub caps, but then it
may have 20-inch custom wheels. It may have
whitewall tires and it may not.
So, what makes it a custom and not a
pro-touring or a lowrider? That’s where I got
confused. I guess it is the outward appearance here. These customs are also chopped,
channeled, shaved, smoothed, peaked and
molded. But the combinations of parts and
the techniques for achieving the final results
are not as strict as with the Traditionalists.
For this club, bring your imagination and your
checkbook. Their mantra is “Just build it!”
These are trophy cars, too.
The third group I will call the “Backyard Boys,” not because what they are doing
is any less creative or admirable, but because
they are building their cars themselves, often
on a budget, and usually with constraints on
time and choice of materials. They, too, have
“signs” but they tend to wave them more militantly than the others. They have radical
opinions about “trailer queens,” “trophy
hounds,” “bucks-up builders” and “Bermuda
shorts.” They don’t believe in doing anything
to their cars just because someone else did it
that way. If they modify their cars, it’s because

they found something they like and want to
add that modification to their own creations.
They drive their cars, usually every day.
As a group (and they don’t really fit into
a group very well), they like traditional custom cars and traditional custom car features.
They like to chop, channel, section, shave,
and french the old fashioned way, not so
much because it’s a rule, but because they ad-

Just an everyday thing. Engines can be
swapped but they need to be done the way
they would have been done back in the day,
and that includes internals as well as addons. Paint, however, is not the main thing
with the car. You’ll see these kustoms buckass-naked, in primer, in satin, in lacquer with
flames, and on and on. Tires and wheels are
up for grabs as far as the rules are concerned,

“The result of all of these rules is most often
kustom cars that look and drive like something
that just slipped through a time portal.”
mire the history and want to live it. They don’t
have elaborate sets of “build plans” to follow
so the cars they build are “works in progress.”
They drive their cars while they customize
them and they don’t care if they are “finished”
when they go to a show. For these guys, custom cars are not just a hobby, they are a part
of a lifestyle that includes their car, their
clothes and their peeps.
If they have any rules, they are pretty
straightforward: a custom or kustom (either
will do) is a car built before 1965 that has
been radically modified both in outward appearance and mechanicals. And when I say
radical, I really mean it. A six or even eight
inch chop is nothing to these guys. Channel it
ten inches and raise the fenders five more?

but almost anything goes as long as it is
“right.” That means no billet and no Radial
T/As cuz they didn’t have that shit back then
and it just doesn’t look right. You can “bag it”
as long as it doesn’t look “bagged.” Hide the
tech and you’ll be fine.
There are probably another twenty
camps carrying their own “signs,” too! So,
who’s right? Who’s wrong? You tell me! Remember, I’m the guy who is confused by all of
this. But before you shoot off that fiery letter
to the editor, let me ask you this. Did you
build, buy, borrow or steal your kustom
or custom based on what somebody else told
you was kool? If you answered “yes,” then I
am truly sorry for you. If you answered “no,”
then drive on, driver!

CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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Del ux eStu ff
ididit Old School – with a Shine
ididit has introduced a great new finish
for its popular do-it-yourself Old School
Straight Steering Column. Now available in
high quality polished stainless steel, ididit’s Old
School Column will shine till the end of time.
The 304 stainless steel column comes
as a standard length of 36 inches but it can be
cut down with ease to any length desired (as
short as six inches). Bolt your favorite threebolt wheel directly onto the column, no adaptor required.
Part number 1012360025. Tube diameter 1.5 inches. Output shaft ¾ inch DD.
Manufacturer’s suggested retail price $250. ididit underdash mounts are available
in four different lengths: 2.5, 3.5, 5.5 and 6.5
inches. Underdash mounts are $47. Also
available are collapsible floor mounts with or
without plate.
All ididit products are 100 percent
American made.
Info: www.ididitinc.com; (517) 424-0577
New Soft Touch CON2R Steering Wheels
It’s soft and it’s tough. It’s great to hold
and it’s easy on the eyes. No, it’s not Super woman; it’s the latest addition to the CON2R
options list that allows you to get your wheel
your way.
Developed during the search for a
suede finish for its wheels, this new and
greatly improved material from CON2R provides a unique, soft feel along with a lowsheen look that is an ideal match for a deluxe
interior. This urethane coating is also highly
scratch- and mar-resistant and virtually unaffected by ring dings and dirty hands holding it tightly.
This new look is available on all of
CON2R’s standard solid color ABS wheels as
well as any custom paint upgrade. With a
“Soft Touch Finish” on your wheel from

CON2R, you’ll have a comfortable feel and a
classy look that won’t require replacement or
rebuilding after miles and miles of cruising
with the radio on. The CON2R Soft Touch Finish is an $85 upgrade to any of their “ Your
Way” steering wheels.
Info: www.con2r.com; (503) 626-6390
Info: www.hosecandy.com;
(866) 760-5848
EMS New 1949–52 Chevy Lower
Fender Outer Skin & Inner Brace
High quality lower fender section outer
skin and the inner braces are now available
from EMS Automotive, the leader in outer
body sheetmetal. Among the most common
rust areas on these very popular 1949–52
Chevys are the lower fender section outer
skin and the inner brace.

The lower front fender section is die
stamped in the USA from 18 gage steel with
all the correct shapes and curves. Directly on
the inside of the stock outer skin is an inner
stiffener brace that will rust away and cause
the fender to flex excessively causing more
damage, which is exactly why EMS Automotive looks ahead to provide the best repair
possible. This inner brace is needed to do
that repair.
Info: www.emsautomotive.com;
(216) 541-4585

Keith. The decals are screen printed with fade
resistant inks, die-cut to the exact shape of the
design, and with easy peel-and-stick application. Apply them to your ride, toolbox, your
kid’s skateboard, just about any place you want.
Check out Keith Garvey’s work at
www.garvgraphx.com.
Info: www.rebelhighway.com
Optima Battery Box from O’Brien Truckers
O’Brien Truckers has just acquired the
tooling for the Optima aluminum battery box
formerly produced by Bitchin Products, featuring a finned top and smooth, soft lines. It’s
the only cast aluminum battery box on the
market and it’s so beautifully styled that you’ll
want to leave your trunk open to show it off.
The box is designed for use with the Optima
side-post battery. Dimensions are 11-5/8” long
by 8-5/8” wide, and 9-5/8” high, and it’s made
in the USA. It can be mounted in a variety of
ways, with mounting bosses provided on the
sides and bottom.

New Pin-Up Stickers by Keith Garvey
at Lethal Threat Designs
Lethal Threat Designs has teamed up
with pin-up artist Keith Garvey for a new series
of sultry, sexy pin-up stickers designed by
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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The cast aluminum box comes “as cast.”
It can be painted or powder coated, or it can
be ordered fully polished as a special option.
It ships with a complete installation kit that
consists of an inside crush pad, the electrical
connectors with rubber color-coded battery
boots, and installation instructions. Price is
$200 each unpolished, or $350 polished.
Info: www.obrientruckers.com;
(508) 248-1555
Retro-a-go-go’s New Cadillac Emblem
You don’t have to own an early ‘50s
Cadillac to love this vintage car emblem. This
bold necklace is filled with attitude and will
make your gal the Cadillac of pin-ups. Seven
sparkling rhinestones will make her shine
even more!

Info: www.retro-a-go-go.com;
(734) 476-0300

The V8 Quick- Change assemblies are
designed for street use and feature: aluminum Sprint Car center section; 4.12:1 ring
and pinion gear set with a ten inch ring
gear; full-floating 31-spline axles; steel tube
axle housings with Ford big bearing
“ Torino” housing ends (3.150 in); quickchange parallel gear design automatically
senses wheel spin and delivers positive
traction, plus brake spacers, wheels studs,
and axle seals included.
Summit Racing also offers the Winters
Heavy-Duty Quick- Change rear axle assemblies. Designed for racing, the 12-bolt style
assembly has an aluminum center section
with steel tubes, 4.86:1 ring and pinion, an
aluminum spool, and GN-type brake rotors
and hubs.
In addition, Summit Racing also offers
a large selection of Winters gear sets. Made
from heat-treated 8620 steel, the ten-spline
gears are available in variety of high/low ratio
sets that allow you to fine-tune the final gear
ratio for best performance.
Info: www.summitracing.com;
(800) 230-3030
Paughco Dished and Axed Custom Tanks
Paughco has taken some of their most
popular custom and H-D style tanks and
given them the “Old School Axed and Dished”
treatment. Reminiscent of custom tanks of
the ‘50s, ‘60s and ‘70s, the dished side panels
provide a unique canvas to apply cool art
work or fill space for custom inlays.

Winters Performance Quick-Change
Now at Summit Racing Equipment
Nothing looks cooler than a Winters
quick-change hanging off the hind end of a
hot roadster or coupe. Now you can get one
of your very own from Summit Racing
Equipment. Winters Performance Products
Quick-Change Axles are super cool and look
cool too. Winters Performance has been
making quick-change rear axle assemblies
since the 1950s.
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Classic Industries offers pairs of these
OER reproduction Bow Tie floor mats for
1955–56 Chevrolet passenger car models,
produced to the exact specifications of the
original factory accessory floor mats and
color-keyed in all of the original colors to
perfectly match the interior of your vehicle.
The mats measure 16 by 18 inches
and are manufactured with high-quality
plastisol to duplicate the original grain,
texture, and color while providing longer
lifespan than rubber.
Info: www.classicindustries.com;
(800) 854-1280
Maradyne’s New Mach One Fans
Maradyne High Performance Fans offers its Mach One Series 16-inch Fan for small
block engines, including hot rods, muscle
cars and applications like classic ‘60s and
‘70s Mustangs.

Compact sizes and integrated mounts
make them a simple fit to most frame backbones. Tanks are fit with bung for cam-style
caps and late model 22mm petcocks.
Available in four capacities: 3.0, 3.5, 4.5
and 5-gallons; the tanks retail for $314.95.
Info: www.paughco.com;
(775) 246-5738
20

Classic Industries 1955–56 Chevy Carpet
with Accessory Mats
A fresh interior restoration goes a long
way towards the enjoyment of driving your
Chevy, but that enjoyment can be threatened
when your interior starts showing signs of
wear. One of the first places this happens is
the carpet, especially near the pedals. The
best way to prevent this wear is to use floor
mats. What better mats to use in your vintage
Chevy than an exact reproduction of the
accessory mats offered by the Chevrolet dealership when your vehicle was new?
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The Mach One Series is a shrouded
high-performance fan measuring 16 inches
wide by 17 inches high by 3.90 inches deep.
It has the same powerful 225 watt motor
found in Maradyne’s race-proven Champion
fan, delivering 2160 cubic feet per minute
(CFM) with an amp draw of 17.7. The motor
is IP68-certified dustproof and waterproof,
and the fan features the manufacturer’s
quiet S-blade design.
Made from all glass-filled nylon construction, Maradyne fans have concentric
rings that prevent the blades from flexing as
they achieve maximum RPM. The fans are
dynamically balanced to provide smooth operation, less noise and longer life for the
motor. Maradyne’s Mach One fan includes a
universal mounting bracket that adjusts to
clamp to the U-channels of the radiator.
Info: www.maradynehp.com;
(800) 435-7953

their upper ends
now feature selflubricating tool
steel tips hardened to 60Rc.
Both 5/16” diameter ball ends are
formed with a
210-degree radius
at the end of a 15/8” taper to provide proper operating clearance around the rockers as well as the lifters
and lifter bores.
Prepared in a satin finish over a precision centerless ground surface and laseretched to the customers’ request, Trend’s
hard tip pushrods are available in any
length—usually 6.000 to 13.000 inches.
Info: www.trendperform.com;
srhodey@trendperform.com;
(586) 447-0400

Trend Performance Hard-Tip
Self-Lubricating Pushrod
Trend Performance has introduced
what they believe to be the world’s first selflubricating 5/16” hard-tip competition
pushrods. While their lower ends, those that
engage the lifter seats remain unaltered,

Find Vacuum & Pressure Leaks
without Compressed Air or Electricity
Locate vacuum or pressure leaks with
the new Hose Tester system, which tests the integrity of engine connections without the need
for compressed air or electricity.
The Hose Tester system is designed to
work with Hose Candy Sidewinders - a quickcoupler system designed to transform the look,
performance and efficiency of vacuum and

turbo hoses of any vehicle - and comes with
modular connectors and adapters to work with
fuel pressure/vacuum gauges.
To use, simply quick tee your gauge in
place, then couple to the vacuum or pressure
hose that needs tested. Install the quick plugs
and pressurize the hose to determine if there
is a leak.
The modular Sidewinder fittings in our
Hose Tester provide a system for isolating and
testing different sections of your vacuum or
turbo system, eliminating the time-consuming
task of plugging off a vacuum line. Hose Candy
makes it simple by providing everything
needed to test hose systems from 3/32 inch
to 1/2 inch.
The Hose Tester can work with hoses
not equipped with Sidewinder fittings, although it is less convenient. It is not designed
for pressure testing radiators, heater hoses or
cooling systems.
Info: www.hosecandy.com;
(866) 760-5848

Doug Corson’s

Classic & Street
Rod Interiors

Home of the

Transforming Interiors
As featured on Alan Mayes’
1961 Pontiac built by Bo Huff

! 970-210-0462
Call Today
1563 Main St.
Grand Junction, CO 81501
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T

he JunkYard Pirates, Sin City Taildraggers and the Sunday Slacker joined
forces against a common enemy,
throwing cash at childhood cancer research.
The Rodz for the Kauze car show
started last year as a fundraiser to help out
car customizer and dear friend, Bo Huff. This
year Bo was actually attending some of the
very shows that aided in his recovery last year
and this follow up event was deemed “ The
Thank You Tour.”
By 11:00 AM, the
parking lot of the Stratosphere Tower in Las
Vegas was teeming with
rides. As hot rods, muscle
cars, rat rods, lowriders
and every other car and
bike you could think of
rolled in, so did Bo Huff.
As long as there was a
hand to shake, Bo was
shaking it. I can honestly say I have never
seen such a show of gratitude in my life.
The steady stream of hot rods and custom cars and bikes had brought traffic on the
Las Vegas Strip to a standstill. Just when the
line heading into the show looked as if it was
coming to an end, yet another car club turned
onto historic downtown Las Vegas Boulevard.
The Tail Draggers and Pirates made quick
work of getting everyone in to the venue.

Artists peddled everything from pinstriped palm fronds to framed works of art.
Vintage clothing, performance parts, junkyard finds, and even a street legal mini
chopper that does well over 65 MPH – they
were all for sale I the vendor area. The Ed
“Big Daddy” Roth family sold Rat Fink gear
and there was a live auction for two pinstriped hubcaps that Bo Huff personally
signed on stage and gave to the highest bidder. Smack dab in the center of the vendors’ row, in
the shadow of the tower,
the DJ kept tunes going
until “No Way Jose” took
over the stage and turned
up the volume.
“ We are excited to
have such a great turn out
for this year’s event and are
honored to help raise funds
for childhood cancer research. Every penny helps,” said Patrick “Pirate” Watson of the JunkYard Pirates. “ The
turnout has been amazing and spirits are
high, especially having Bo here to enjoy the
show with us this year.”
Pin-up girl, Lisa Luxe, presented handcrafted trophies created by the Tail Draggers
CC to the Best Hot Rod, Best Bicycle, Best Rat,
and Club Turnout. Each award was carefully
picked by a panel of judges and Best of Show

went to a stunning 1960 Thunderbird convertible from Memory Lane CC.
As dusk fell, the masses made their way
to the Back Alley Bar. Inside the casino,
Bianca and the Scoundrels got the party into
full swing. King vs. Cash, a tribute to Johnny
Cash and Elvis, hit the stage next. I think Mr.
Huff took a liking to them. He rocked to all the
classics. With all that Bo has been through, he
was one of the first to the show and one of the
last to leave. That kat knows how to party.
Something unique to this and other
benefit shows is the mix of rides that show
up. Attending car clubs included: Viejitos
CC, Amigos CC, Sin City Jokers CC, Memory
Lane CC, Outsiders CC, Divine One Customs, Las Vegas CC, Boozers CC, and the 4Dr. Kings CC. This show supported The
Nevada Childhood Cancer Foundation, and
it’s hard to find someone that wouldn’t
standup for such a worthy cause. Gabe from
Sunday Slacker shared a story of a close relative that recently lost her battle with cancer. Although he and most of the crowd
choked up at her story, the somber moment
quickly turned inspiring as we all realized
that our “family” all come together as “Rodz
for the Kauze.”
A very special thanks to all who supported this event!! You can go online to
www.NVCCF.org and www.JunkYardPirates.com
for more information.

Rodzfor theKauze
2nd Annual
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Kits to adapt late model overdrive transmissions to any vintage car engine

Lose the weak link Keep your nostalgic engine and
run at highway speeds
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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The Gooney
Bird!!
By Anna Marco
Model: Jenna Sherrill

If anyone ever asks you to trade something
for a Gooney Bird, say “Yes!”
Go Gooney!
he historic Douglas DC-3 “Gooney
Birds” were well known and widely
used and the C-47 version (adapted
from the DC-3 commercial airliner) first appeared in 1936. The plane was used in WW II,
Korea and Vietnam to carry personnel and
supplies and in combat mode towed troopcarrying gliders, dropped paratroops into
enemy territory, evacuated wounded,
dropped flares for night bombing attacks,
flew ground attack (gunship), reconnaissance, and psychological warfare missions.
During the1940s -1980s, the aircraft assisted
with navigation/radar training and search and
rescue operations. After WW2, surplus C-47s
were converted to civil airline use and some
remain in operation today. Our automotive
counterpart of the Gooney Bird is a hero.

T
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History-Part 1
The car was originally owned by
Leonard Dobola of West Seneca, New York,
and was built between 1955-57 with custom
work done by RonLyn Customs (S. Buffalo,
N.Y.). The vehicle took a trophy at the 1958
Clutch Artists Autorama (Buffalo) and was
quite popular in the New York area. It made
the rounds of show circuits and magazines in
the late ‘50s and early ‘60s, appearing in Car
Craft magazine (1962) and a NAPA calendar.
Then the car disappeared.
In the mid-nineties, Gooney was found
and purchased by Ed Hennrich (N.Y.). A
frame off restoration was handled at a local
shop. The body was stripped down to the
bare metal with all the original lead still intact.
The frame was sandblasted, undercoated and
painted but left with the original suspension,

which basically put the frame right on the
axles. The original Buick Nailhead was gone
so in went an Olds 455 with a TH400 transmission. Lincoln skirts were added along
with Moon gauges, white tuck and roll interior and carpet. In 1996, the custom made its
second debut.
Ed Hennrich and George Barris are
friends, so Ed sets up a complete Barris display where George signed and badged the car.
We want to clarify that this is not a Barris car.
George signed it and put his badges on it because this 1947 Ford is a true example of the
way custom cars were built back in the ‘50s.
The Ford took another trophy at the
2000 Detroit Autorama and then passed
through a series of owners. In 2008, Yngve
“Eric” Eriksson (San Jose, CA) bought the car
and then put it up for sale on eBay.
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History-Part 2
Enter current owner, Greg Griffin. Back
in 2008, he had a ‘49 Buick Sedanette with big
bucks invested in it. He couldn’t dump anymore into it so he started looking online for
another car in the vein of a traditional custom.

One of those was the “Gooney Bird.” Greg fell
in love with it and e-mailed a packet on his
Sedanette to Eric asking for a trade “because
the market had tanked and no one was going
to be recouping costs on high dollar cars.” Mr.
Erikson was in the same boat but had never
swapped customs before. The men chatted
for months via phone
and e-mail and in 2009,
they both met at the
West Coast Kustoms
Santa Maria event. The
long and short of it is
that they both drove
home in different cars at
the end of the show.
Greg jokes, “By
the way, no one has any

idea when it was named, or who named it,
the Gooney Bird. For the last three years, I’ve
been making this car roadworthy. The Olds
[engine] took a dump so I installed a 4.6 Ford
Mustang Roush mule motor with a 4-speed
OD trans and computer system. I fought with
bastardizing the car but real customs don’t
raise their hood and gas was going through
the roof. It now gets 33 mpg on the freeway!
A Fatman IFS with 5-on-5 GMC hubs and 12”
disc brakes are up front. The hubs allowed
me to use really beautiful, hard to use 1958
Caddie hubcaps that are over four inches
deep! Then I upgraded the whole brake system so it now stops as well as it flies.”
Next, a new interior, carpet, kick panels
and a back seat tonneau cover inset with 1955
Pontiac radio speaker grilles were added,
along with a complete hidden sound system
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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The
Gooney
Bird

and iPod. The interior is finished with period
acrylic knobs by Sam the Knob Man. This car
is driven wherever it goes and won a “Preservation Award” (6th Annual Ink-N-Iron Show),
took 2nd Place “Post War Custom” (2010 Long
Beach Motorama) and was chosen for our
own Rodz Deluxe Best Custom at the 2011
WCK Santa Maria show for its workmanship.
Gone Gooney
Greg Griffin’s Gooney Bird is the story
of an American war bird assigned to civil use.
The fat fendered Ford may look unwieldy to
the untrained eye but it’s a smooth violethued cruiser at any altitude.
Let’s acknowledge and thank Austin
and Jack (Curless Customs), Scot and
Chris (Precision Alignment and Brake)
and Art Johnson for all their help on the
project. Meanwhile, think Greg will trade
me for a Studebaker?
26
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STATISTICS
OWNER

Greg Griffin

CAR

1947 Ford

DRIVETRAIN
Transmission

4-speed electronic OD

Rear End

8” Ford

SUSPENSION
BODY
Body Fab

Chopped 4 ½”, 1949 Lincoln

Front

Fatman IFS

Rear

Reworked leafs with 3”

skirts, 1951 Ford Victoria top,

lowering blocks

trunk header extended 10”,
molded fenders & sills,

MISCELLANEOUS

shaved, 1941 side trim, inset

Brakes

door popper switches in trim,

Seats

Original

frenched headlights

Dash

Modified ‘51 Ford with

Grille

1948 Olds

Paint

House of Kolor Ford Ultra Violet

F: 12” GMC disc; R: Drum

Moon gauges
Steering

Modified 1964 Corvair wheel,
Ididit chrome tilt column
with hidden switches

ENGINE
Type

4.6 Ford Mustang GT

Exhaust

2” dual with Smithys

Upholstery

White tuck-n-roll with
silver piping
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Gangrene
Ron Wiswell’s
1950 Buick
Words: Chadly Johnson; Photos: Mitzi Valenzuela
Model: Belle Bee

“

T

hat thing looks like it’s going to eat my car!” is
probably the most humorous comment I’ve
heard someone make regarding the wicked
grille on a 1950 Buick. I’ve always been a huge fan of
‘50 Buicks and their waterfall grilles. They just have a
mean looking scowl about them.
Ron Wiswell, a retired welder from Apple Valley,
California, also loves the look of a ‘50 and when he
spotted one sitting in the neighborhood that he and
his wife had recently moved to, he knew he had to have
it. The only thing keeping Ron from the Buick was the
fact that it wasn’t for sale, a situation and frustration
I’m sure most of us have experienced. Given enough
time and with an owner’s lost interest, the Buick eventually did wear a bright orange “for sale” sign and Ron
snatched it up.
When I first saw Ron’s Buick, I figured it was the
handiwork of many talented individuals as the body
has a great deal of modifications done to it. Ron did
all the metal work himself, though, as he is a retired
master welder and certainly not intimidated by working extensively with metal.
When Ron set out to build the Buick, he envisioned it being long, low, and with a sinister look. The
first task in getting the ‘50 low was taking several
inches out of the roofline. Ron took three inches out
of the windshield, and then laid the rear of the roof
down until it looked right… approximately five or six
inches, Ron figures. To get the new roofline to flow
properly required sectioning the trunk lid, allowing
for a graceful bodyline and perfect proportions. Ron
then added to the effect of the chop by grafting on
1956 Packard rear quarter panels. The legendary
finned look of the Packard taillights and quarters
added to the Buick’s stretched-out appearance. Tying
into the new quarters is a more subtle feature in the
form of a door insert stolen from a ‘55 Buick.
Other major mods to the body include it being
nosed and decked, shaving the door handles, and
28
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Gangrene
molding all the body seams as well as
molding in custom lake pipes. Ron also
slipped in an extra pair of portholes on
either side of the hood, added ‘55 Olds
front fender tips and bezels, spliced in
‘52 Buick side moldings, and shortened
the rear Packard bumper to fit. No modifications were made to the Buick’s
front end except for a fresh plating job
as Ron felt he would have been messing
with perfection.
With all the major metal work
done, Ron turned his attention to the
Buick’s ride height. Keeping with the
long and low theme, Ron replaced the

‘50s coil springs on all corners with air
bags. Surprisingly, very little work was
required in swapping the coils for bags
and the heavy miles logged by Ron
prove how well they work. The reliable
straight 8 and 3-on-the-tree combo was
left in place and attention turned towards paint. Ron laid down a coat of
satin green metallic acrylic paint with a
flattening agent to the Buick’s massaged
body. Next came the daunting task of
creating the scallops and heavy flame
work on the Buick’s entire body in gloss
white, which was performed by Ron
along with friends and family. Final

STATISTICS
Ron Wiswell

ENGINE

Appleton, WI

Type

Stock Buick straight eight

CAR

1950 Buick

Exhaust

Dual

BUILDER

Owner
TRANSMISSION

3-speed manual

SUSPENSION

Air bags

OWNER

BODY
Body Mods

Chop: 3.5” front, 5-6” rear,
1952 Buick side moldings,

Paint

hood peaked, 1955 Olds front

MISCELLANEOUS

fender tips and bezels, 1956

Tires

G78-15 whitewall

Packard rear bumper

Brakes

Stock

Satin green metallic acrylic

Seats

Front bench

enamel with flattener

Upholstery

1950s style pearl white &
green tuck-n-roll

Painter

Owner & friends

Graphics

Pinstriping & lettering by

Taillights

1956 Packard

Craig of Fine Design;

Car Club

Low Down Kustoms

flames by Jason
30
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paint touches in the form of pinstriping
on the trunk and the lettering of “Gangrene” in the rear quarter insert were
performed by Craig of Fine Design.

Rudy’s Custom Upholstery of Hesperia,
California. Ron found the rear seat uncomfortable and unused so it was removed and replaced by an extended

Last but not least came the Buick’s
amazing ‘50s styled pearl white and
green tuck-n-roll interior stitched by

package tray for additional storage for
the long hauls. A slick tonneau style
cover was stitched up to hide the pack-

age tray and gives the interior a wild effect. Other interior touches include a
coat of body matched paint on the dash
along with a clear and ice pearl coats, a
restored ‘53 Buick wheel, and ‘52 Nash
arm rests. The cherry on the sundae is
the gorgeous dash insert and other miscellaneous interior bright work being
treated to a fresh chrome job.
Yeah, Ron pulled off one amazing
custom that utilizes many of top custom
touches of the early show era. Keep an
eye open for this radical cruiser on the
West Coast show scene as it deserves a
second look. Don’t worry, it won’t bite.
Ron adds. “ Thanks to my sons
Vince and Scott for all the input and
support.”
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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1951 CHEVY PROJECT
Metallic Metamorphosis, Part 2
By Fritz Schenck

W

elcome back to more metal mashing madness from the cavemen at
Rock’s Rod & Custom. We introduced this project in CKD #53. Let’s not
waste any time and just jump right into the
metal shavings, shall we?
The one thing I remember as I write
this article is “16 inches.” That’s all I needed
to know, and the only measurement there
was, if I remember it all correctly. It went by
in such a blur. I figured as long as Jason and
I were installing the Mustang II kit onto
Greaser Mike’s frame, I should videotape it
and make a “how to” DVD while we were at it.
Jason was hammering along like a diesel
freight train. I had to keep asking him to slow
down so I could take notes and photos for the

magazine and videotape it all at the same
time. I think Jason could have had the kit installed in less than two hours if I didn’t have
to do my thing.
That “16 inches” is the measurement
from a point at the front of the frame rail to
the centerline that the Mustang II crossmember and spring hats will use. If you take a gander at Pic A, you’ll see the complete kit that
Jason sells and installs spread out on the
floor. Pic B shows the centerline marked out
on the frame rail and the new crossmember.
The way these old 1949 - 1954 Chevy frames

C

D

LEFT: The complete Mustang II kit sold
and installed at Rock’s Rod & Custom.

A

E
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:
•Centerline is marked out on the frame
rail and the new crossmember.
•Frame flange notched for the crossmember;
seam welded for strength.
•New crossmember was test fit and trimmed
several times before welding.
•“Coil hats” were also test fit and centeraligned; then Jason tack-welded them.
32
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F

G

H

I
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:
•Once alignment was assured
and everything was right,
they were finish welded.
•To avoid warpage, control
arm bolt sleeves are welded
slowly, allowed to cool.
•High quality parts and
perfect welds will yield a
strong, functional front end.
•Here is the entire new
front suspension and brakes
bolted in place. Nice!

J

•Jason Rock of Rock’s Rod &
Custom stands behind (and
beside) his work.

are built, the frame is kinda like a “C” channel
or “hat” channel riveted to a piece of flat
stock, the flat stock being the bottom of the
frame rail. There is a flange or shoulder of
steel on its sides.
We had to notch this flange (Pic C) so
the crossmember would slide up into place
easily. For extra strength and good measure,
Jason welded up the seam edge that otherwise would be left open. Ya might as well weld
it; you’re there with your tools out anyway,
right? You may have to test fit the crossmember
a few times and trim it as needed, to get a
good tight nice fit (Pic D). Don’t go welding
this stuff in with a Mattel kiddies’ 110 volt
home welder, either. You really need to have
a pro do it. If you are confident in your welds,
be sure to use a 220 volt MIG, TIG, or maybe
a 220 stick welder will do it. If it was me, it
would be TIG all the way, gang.
The coil hats, as I call them, are the
same deal. You need to find the center of
them and then place them along the centerline that runs through the crossmember and
tack them into place (Pic E). The hats come
already made with a pitch to them so you
won’t have to worry about the caster and all
that front end stuff. Once you have both sides
tack welded and you are sure to the bone that
they are where they need to be, you can run a
weld around them (Pic F).
On the lower side of the crossmember,
you’ll have to set up the sleeves for the lower
control arm bolts, and the gussets that hold
them in place. Don’t get all Rambo and weld
them in right away. You’ll need to slide the
bolt in there to position it all, and if you weld
it all with the bolt in place you might warp the
steel and never get the bolt out. You have to
go slow and keep your wits about you on this
part (Pic G). This is why sometimes it’s just
smarter and easier to let a pro do it, but don’t
give up hope ‘cause it can be a good at home
project if you take your time with it.
After you have all the pieces to your
Mustang II kit tack welded or part way
welded into place, invite your pals over, buy
a pizza and some Yoo-Hoos, and get them to
help you flip it over so you can finish up all
your welds, etc. Don’t let anyone go home
right away either ‘cause you’ll have to flip it
back right side up if you are gonna assemble all those new nifty parts (Pics H &
I). Bolting the control arms, steering rack,
etc. is a pretty straightforward deal. We have
all been here already and you don’t need me
to school you on the simple stuff. Like I said,
if I wasn’t writing about this build, Jason
(Pic J) would have had this stuff done in no
time. So, I’d venture to say that regular guys
like us should be able to get this done over
a weekend at home.
Resources: Rock’s Rod & Custom
(www.Rocksrodandcustom.com) & Spritz by
Fritz (www.spritzbyfritz.com)
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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Lions Dragstrip
Reunion
By Stormy Byrd
Additional photos © 2012 Lou Hart
Archive photos © 2012 Stormy Byrd. No reprint allowed.

T

he Lions Drag Strip Reunion hosted by
the NHRA Museum in December was
nothing less than a resounding success. Museum honchos Tony Thacker and
Greg Sharp brainstormed the idea and Dave
Wallace moderated the event. An all-star
panel included Judy Thompson (Mickey’s first
wife, who help build Lions), Bill “Red Light
Bandit” Bagshaw, T.V. Tommy Ivo, Tom “ The
Mongoose” McEwen and Larry Sutton (starter
extraordinaire for Lions/Irwindale/OCIR).
The event was the “ Who’s Who of Drag
Racing” with Linda Vaughn, Art Chrisman,
Don Prudhomme, Don Zig, Harry Hibler,
Don Long, Roland Leong, Billy Tidwel, Mike
Kuhl, Steve Chrisman, Alan Earlman, Lou
Hart, Mousie Marcellus, Bob and Sharon
Muravez (a.k.a. Floyd Lippencotte Jr.),
Jere Alhadeff and John Ewald (among
others) in attendance.
Stories by guest speakers recalled fond
memories of the way drag racing use to be.
Ivo, the ‘Goose and Sutton had the standing
room only crowd rolling in the aisles with
laughter. Ivo recalled one incident when
McEwen and Prudhomme hung him by his
feet from a twelfth story balcony after three
nights of hotel antics. Sutton and assistant
starter Bill Keen broke a land speed record in
a “portapotty” pulled by a rope down Lions
quarter mile for an official last pass (after a
couple glasses of champagne) the night the
dragstrip closed. They survived obviously.
I grabbed a handful of my own personal Lions memorabilia to display before
picking up Mousie Marcellus (of MarcellusBorsch Winged Express fame), who along
with my crew chief, Ken Lee, wore original
Lions AA/FA record holder wool coats. Those
belong to Marcellus and Borsch and have
been in Mousie’s closet for 40+ years. Hun34
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BACK ROW: Jere Alhadeff
(Lions photog), Dave "The
Surfer" Adler, John Ewald
(Lions Photog), "Isky,"
Dave Wallace.

FRONT
FRONT ROW:
ROW: unknown,
unknown, Judy
Judy Thompson,
Thompson,
Larry
Larry Sutton
Sutton (Lions
(Lions starter),
starter), unknown
unknown

Pro Stock driver, Bill "The Red Light Bandit"
Bagshaw signing an autograph.
T.V. Tommy Ivo hamming it up with Lions
photog, John Ewald.

dreds of photos were on display throughout
the museum including pit passes, programs
etc. and for the first time in decades, the
original Lions sign that was mounted on
the tower that Larry Sutton “borrowed”
weeks before the “last drag race!” It was an
intoxicating night full of energy.
There is a chance for another Reunion
this year as December 3, 2012 will mark the
40th anniversary of the closing of the “greatest
drag strip of all time.” We’ll keep you tuned in.
See: Wally Parks NHRA Museum, 1101
West McKinley Avenue, Pomona, CA 91768. Ph.
(909) 622-2133 or www. museum.nhra.com.
Special thanks: Anna Marco. Additional
photos courtesy Richard Heath as published
in Full Throttle News (Lions Reunion Program
1998), Jr. Thompson, Judy Thompson-Creach,
Bruce Meyer, Richard Morelock, Mousie Marcellus, George Schreiber, John Ewald, J&M
Racing Photos
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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Vibrasonic Roadster
Elden & Tammy Titus’

“Profile is everything”
–Elden Titus
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Words: Alan Mayes; Photos: Travis Scanlan
Model: Christine Rice

It was almost five years ago that we first
introduced Elden Titus’ Vibrasonic
Roadster project to Car Kulture DeLuxe
readers. Elden passed away in 2008, only
a year after starting the project, but he
accomplished a great deal in that year.
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Sal Salvador’s
design
rendering.

A

fter his death, the car languished for a
year or so but there were always plans
afoot to keep the project going. Led by
his old pal Gary Meyers, Elden’s friends and
family jumped back on in earnest and the car
was completed in time to make its debut at
Darryl Starbird’s Tulsa show this past February.
With the car completed, we dispatched Travis
Scanlan and our gorgeous model Christine,
both from Salina, Kansas, to capture Elden’s
final dream car in photographs.
Basis
Though we and George Barris were
involved from the outset, mostly as consultants, the Vibrasonic Roadster was all Elden
Titus. It was his vision of the ideal 1960s show
rod, put to paper by Sal Salvador. Elden really
did not waver much from what we first
talked about in 2007. Elden was a prolific and
talented model car builder and he always
built a scale model prototype of his cars, the
Vibrasonic included.
The foundation of the car is a rectangular tube frame built by Jack Marinelli and
his partner Mike Mistratta. Shrunken Heads
Kustoms provided the tube, by the way. The
frame rides on a Jag rear end and a Fatman
Fabrications front end. Diamond Back tires
are wrapped around American Racing
wheels. Keeping with the 1960s theme,
Elden opted for a 1961 Buick Nailhead 401
engine. Don and Jason Blecha created the
custom intake manifold.
Elden and his brother Jerry (president
of Kustom Kemps of America) had a tradition
of always starting out a build project together,
so when it was time to start the body, Jerry was
on hand. They welded a solid cold-rolled steel
rod horizontally to set the ride height, then
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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Vibrasonic Roadster

Elden worked up and out from there. Once the
skeleton of the body was set, he formed a
sheetmetal skin over it. Elden told us in an update article in issue #29 that he did the
roofline four times before he was satisfied.
The seats were handbuilt with tube
frames covered by expanded metal. Elden
did the interior console and side panels
before installing sheetmetal on the roof,
making the many times he climbed in and
out much less painful. He cut out the doors
and hung them on a Kool Rides hinge kit.
The single taillight is a 1957 Western Flyer
bicycle light.
In its raw metal form, the Vibrasonic
was shown at the KKOA Leadsled Spectacular
in Salina, Kansas, in July of 2008 and was the
hit of the show. That was just three months
before Elden passed away.
Friends to the cause
When work resumed on the Vibrasonic, it was moved to Gary Meyers’ shop and
he managed the rest of the project. Elden
and Tammy Titus’ youngest son, Wade, was
in the crew, as were Bob Notz, Hub Harness,
Mike Buchanan, and Cory Conyers. As
though the Titus family hadn’t been through
enough pain already, Wade was killed in a
motorcycle accident in 2011.

Gary did most of the bodywork from
the restart on and would send me photos
occasionally of him sanding on the car,
adding a little more filler and sanding
again. Bob Notz was often in those pictures
as well, as he and Gary spent lot of time
massaging the body of the Vibrasonic. Cory
Conyers created the cool sidepipes and Hub
Harness handled the radiator and
cooling components.
When the body was as
smooth as could be, Ryan James
laid down the pretty tangerine R-M
Paint. Aaron Lawrence is a rising
star in the custom interior ranks
and he sewed up the white pearl
vinyl for the Vibrasonic.
As this issue is going to the
printer, the Vibrasonic is the main
attraction at the 2012 KKOA Leadsled Spectacular in Salina, this time
in its running, driving, finished
form. Yeah, Elden was right – profile
is everything.
Special thanks: Gary Meyers,
Bob Notz, Mike Buchanan, Johnny
Hammond, Troy Pate, Cory Conyers,
Rocky Burris Jr., Larry James, Craig
Meyers, Hub Harness (and others
who contributed). Sponsors: R-M

Paint Company, Kool Rides ,Fatman Fabrication, Diamond Back Tire, Wolk Designs,
O’Reilly Auto Parts, Car Kulture Deluxe.
The Vibrasonic Roadster project was
documented in these issues of CKD: 26 through
31, 40 through 42, 46, and 49. Back issues are
available at www.ckdeluxe.com.

TOP: Elden with the Vibrasonic at Salina
in 2008.
ABOVE: Elden & Jerry Titus in the early
days of the project.
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Detroit Hot Rods
in the 1960s
By Robert Genat

All of these photos were shot in and around Detroit in 1960. Several were shot in the
pits and on the track at Detroit Dragway and one was shot at New Baltimore Dragstrip.
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THIS PAGE: This channeled ’32 five-window was waiting in the staging lanes at Detroit
Dragway when photographed. The owner was
Bob Feldhofer, the tall guy in the foreground
leaning on the roof. His father owned Bruno’s
Collision where Bob did all the work on this car

himself. Notable body features include the
peaked grille shell and flat aluminum firewall.
The engine is a small block Chevy, no doubt a
283, with six Strombergs. Ray Roach, the guy
at the left rear tire, recalls that the coupe sold
shortly after this photo was taken for $1000.

ABOVE: When anyone thinks of Detroit hot rods,
the famous Catallo coupe has to come to mind. It
was not only street driven, but also competed at the
drags as seen here at what was known then as
New Baltimore Drag Strip. This car went through
many iterations of design in its lifetime. It started
out channeled with a tri-power Olds and whitewalls on black wheels. Here it’s seen after it had
been scalloped, chrome wheels added along with a
McCullough supercharger. You have to love the flex
pipe headers. The other great thing about this photo
is the number of Detroit area hot rod club jackets
that can be seen on the young men in the photo.

ABOVE: This 1933 Ford Deluxe coupe was spotted
parked at the base of a railroad tower at a Detroit
area railyard. The exterior, save for the chrome plated
moon hubcaps and whitewall tires, is stock and in
excellent shape. But then again, when this photo was
taken, it was only 27 years old, in much the same
good shape as a car today that was built in 1985.
BELOW: Under the hood of the ’33 coupe is a
Studebaker V-8 engine sitting in a very sanitary
engine compartment. While it seems odd to see a
Studebaker engine today, at that time they were as
heavily involved in the horsepower race as the Big
3. A close look at the engine reveals a Carter WCFB
four-barrel carburetor and a Vertex magneto.
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ABOVE: This slick Model A coupe with its rear
tires spinning has just been flagged off Detroit
Dragway’s starting line. It’s another Detroit hot rod
with a deeply channeled body and stock height roof.
It also features wide whitewall tires as can be noted
in all the other hot rods in this feature. The engine
is a flathead and the license plate on the back indicates that it’s street driven. The taillights look like
they are from a 1958 Chevrolet wagon.

CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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MAKING A MODEL T
RADIATOR SHELL
After we ran the license plate stamping article in CKD #53, some readers asked us to follow-up with
other parts that could be made at home. – Ed.

M

odel T guys are a different breed
and although Bill West always
seems to be working on some high
dollar car, on his own time he works on his T.
Whether building something for a
client or fabricating something for himself,
Bill generally starts off with some kind of
sketch. If he decides to proceed, paper patterns are made of some of the parts. In the
case of this radiator shell, a pattern was made
just for the front. For the sides and top, the
drawing was done right on the brass. Once
the paper pattern was drawn for the front, it
was transferred to the metal as well. Next
step: cutting the parts out of brass, then making sure opposite sides match.
The top front of the radiator shell will
need to be stamped with the Ford script from
the backside with a homemade die that Bill
made. The script for the die was cut from the
side of a ‘42 Ford truck hood, filled from the
backside with epoxy and mounted on a block
of wood, forming the stamping die.
A heavily reinforced steel table was
made for stamping purposes. A sandwich of
sorts has to be created. First down on the
table top is a sheet of rubber, firm, but with
some give to it.
The blank sheet of brass is laid down
on top of the rubber and the die is then
placed on top of the blank brass. There is one
more part of the sandwich, a thick and somewhat larger piece of steel. It is stacked on top
of the die so that when the pressure is applied, the stamping will render a decent even
result. The sheet of rubber has just enough
give to it to allow the Ford script a soft cushion when the letters are stamped. A 30 ton
floor jack is used to apply the pressure, but
brass is soft so it doesn’t take all that much
pressure to make a nice stamping.
Another destination for the brass parts
is Bill’s 1887 beading machine, where the radiator shell parts will receive an indentation
around the edge of each part. This adds a
nice detail to each part.
Once the parts have been defined on
the brass, cutting, and bending can begin.
Since this is a radiator shell, it will not be soldered to the radiator core. Instead, this will
be a cover that fits over the radiator. This is
the better choice if you like brass, and don’t
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want the radiator shop to screw it up when
flushing it out or when replacing the core.
After all the pieces have been cut out,
Bill has to true them up so everything fits and
matches. If a part is out of whack it will become obvious at this point and either it will be
massaged into place, reworked, or replaced.
Some bending will be necessary for a
few of the radiator shell parts. For that task,
Bill will be using a sheetmetal brake. Once
again, all the parts will be put together to see
if they still fit. If they do, it’s time for soldering.

1

2

By Kent Bash
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4
1. Bill always starts with a paper pattern first, which he later transfers to
the metal of choice. Paper’s cheap, easy
to modify.
2. Ford script was cut from a ‘42 truck
hood, filled with epoxy and mounted
to wood to form a die. Masking tape
prevents scratching brass.
3. Front and side of radiator shell is
being laid out directly on the brass.
Paper patterns can be made first for all
parts if you prefer.

5

6

4. Bill West sheering off excess brass with
the commercial sheer. Obviously, not
every home garage has one!
5. Bill West using a Unisheer to cut the
brass. It is one of a number of tools well
suited for the task.
6. Bill uses a sheetmetal brake to bend
the brass. The home craftsman cab improvise with mandrels and vises.

7

8

7. The elements of the “stamping sandwich” bottom to top: rubber mat, brass
blank, die, thick metal plate.
8. Bill West runs a bead on all radiator
parts with this 1887 beading machine. He
also made the dies for the beading machine.
9. The radiator shell as it appears here is
not yet soldered together, but this allows
Bill to see that all components look right.

9

10

10. A close-up of the front and sides fitted
together. A perfect fit is needed to give the
appearance of a factory-made piece.
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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Artist Tom Cole hails from Saunderstown,
Rhode Island, that small dot located on the
right side of the United States map.

H

e quips, “No, it’s not a real island and
I know it’s odd to hear about an East
Coast lowbrow artist, but we do
exist. We are like the lowbrow Sasquatch,
sometimes talked about, rarely seen but
nonetheless, here I am trying to leave my
footprint on the industry!”
An attraction to automobiles, especially
the late ‘20s through mid ‘50s era, began in
childhood. When your family owns a junkyard, it’s inevitable that rust will run through
your veins. As a youngster dragged to car
shows, the words “coupe, sedan, and roadster” were added to his vocabulary early on.
Monster trucks were nirvana at age six
and he recalls, “I was obsessed. No A-B-Cs and
1-2-3s for me, just drawing after drawing. It was
to the point where I had to repeat the first
grade. They said I was immature but it was just
the start of a love affair with art and cars.”
In high school, with aspirations of becoming a comic book artist, Todd McFarlane,
Jim Lee, Dale Keown, and Ed “Big Daddy”
Roth influenced him. Currently, it’s the automotive fabrication of Voodoo Larry and Ian
Roussel that he finds inspiring.
Tom’s first cartoon was published in a
local paper when he was 15 and he’s since
contributed others for nonprofit organiza-
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tions. Along the way, he got a degree in architecture and is now Director of Engineering at
Artisan Millwork LLC. Some of his projects include the recording studio at the Palms Hotel
and Casino, Sterling Sound in New York City,
Ralph Lauren clothing stores and New England area restaurants, yet for a hot rod artist
he believes, “my biggest achievement to date
would be an art feature in this magazine.”
Tight cartoon realism
The amount of detail in Tom Cole’s artwork is more than just a broad idea. He calls
it “cartoon realism,” further adding “the main
parts of the car are stretched, chopped and
put all back together while trying to maintain
as much detail as possible while doing that. I
like to show the mechanics of a vehicle. That’s
where the soul of the car lies.”
His fiancé Ruby describes his work as
being “tight” and in turn gets thanks “for putting up with his crap.”
Tom’s madness is created on a kitchen
table using a light box, Pigma ink pens (size
005 to brush) and Prismacolor markers. His
favorite medium is black and white using pen
and ink.
“I pencil sketch first,” he explains,
“trace it in ink on the light table, then scan it
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Tom Cole

By Anna Marco
Art © 2012 Tom Cole. No reprint.
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Tom Cole

with further adventures into Mac Book Pro
laptop computer-land with Adobe CS4 programming, and limited knowledge of Photoshop for experimentations in color by using
three commands. My favorite piece to date
is entitled ‘Rodz1.’ It was drawn with the sole
purpose to be published in Ol’ Skool Rodz
magazine and is a concept drawing of a project my dad and I worked on so it’s close to
my heart. It’s significant because it was my
first serious piece of artwork in ten years. I
had put art aside to pay the bills. I don’t call
it a comeback but here I am drawing again
with bigger dreams than before! Now my
goal is worldwide gallery shows for people
who appreciate it.”
Hot rod heart
If not drawing, you find Tom in the
garage building cars with his father. The current project, a 4-door 1930 Plymouth sedan
chopped into a 2-door, has 4” whacked off the
top and is channeled 6” over a scratch-built
frame. It houses a1956 354 Hemi, three
Stromberg 97 carbs, Jeep Cherokee rear end
and a TH350 Chevy transmission. Interior engineering includes a chopped 1946 GMC dash
with inset gauges and a custom center console
with lightening holes that fits snuggly between
Meccurio made bomber seats.
Tom adds, “ The garage dynamics between my father and me are funny to say the
least. It would make a great reality show.”
Meanwhile, if you need tricked art, see
www.facebook/tomcole or you can e-mail
him at tomc1177@yahoo.com for inquires
and merchandise.
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By Anna Marco; Model: Amber

Phil Lopez has been
“building and customizing
things” his whole life.
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“

I

seldom leave anything untouched,” he
jokes. “ There are just a few rules I have
for building bikes. I hate batteries but I
love Morris magnetos with the offset. I must
have old engines, suicide shifters and rigged
frames. I do not like to buy off the shelf. I build
one-off bikes for special people who take pride
in their cycles and ask for more than what’s
available retail.”

RON’S RIDE

Ron (L) and Phil

“Nasty” was created when bike owner
Ron Baldonado approached Crown Customs
Inc. for a “personal statement bike.”
Ron says, “ The whole thing started when
an old bike builder in Midland, Michigan, John
Speaker, needed a new barn. He put together
the Pan Shovel and a Knucklehead and listed
them on eBay. I fell in love with the Pan Shovel.
As the auction action was drawing to a close, I
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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was the only bidder! With my heart pounding, it ended and it was mine. It was meant to
be. Looking back, I wish I would have bought
them both. Funny the way things happen. I
got the Nasty and John got his new barn.”
Soon after they acquired the 1951 Pan
Shovel engine, Ron’s vision centered on the
motor. Specifically, he wanted no exhaust pipes
that cross in front of the engine. He wanted the
beauty of the motor to show. He asked Phil to
switch the pipes to the primary side.
“ The primary drive is old school,” Ron
explains, “a chain on chain drive, not belt
drive. That gives it a rough aggressive look as
far as I’m concerned. I grew up with bikes my
whole life so I wanted something that no one
else had, something bobber-ish. Phil built a
bike (’46 Knuck) for my cousin Mark and I,
too, wanted a special statement of my own.”
Unique focal points include the gas
cap, license plate holder and taillight made
from a piece of coffee pot.
Ron recalls, “After searching swap
meets for months you just end up making your
own handmade parts and it turns out cool. The
look of the bike came together because Phil
and I like the same design elements. I am
really happy with it and he always surprises
me with an offbeat twist to his builds.”

GOOD FOR ALL NIGHT

Nasty’s name refers to naked ghost
girls on the tank, a naked girl shift knob that
was made out of a pool ball, and a license
plate bracket with a naked girl that is “Good
for all Night.” Overall, the build took 169
hours and although the bike is christened

“Nasty,” the candy Diablo Red flaked paint job
is sweet. Gold leafing on the tank is another
custom feature along with an inset belt
buckle, lots of chrome tidbits and a modified
100 year old tractor seat.
This eyecatchin’ ride is exactly what
Ron wanted and is not for sale but watch for
more of Phil’s beautiful one off creations in
future issues and at shows. Ron likes Nasty so
much that he’s having Phil build him another
project, a 1946 flathead. We’re looking for ward to seeing that one, too!
Resource: Crown Customs Inc.
crowncustomsinc@yahoo.com
Wardrobe: Liberty Motor Wear
www.libertymotorwear.com
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HARBOR
FREIGHT TOOLS
Quality Tools at Ridiculously Low Prices
R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO

FACTORY DIRECT
TO YOU!
How does Harbor Freight Tools sell
high quality tools at such ridiculously
low prices? We buy direct from the
factories who also supply the major
brands and sell direct to you. It's just
that simple! See for yourself at one of
our 400 Stores Nationwide and use this
20% Off Coupon on one of our 7,000
products*, plus pick up a Free 9 LED
Aluminum Flashlight, a $6.99 value.
We stock Shop Equipment, Hand Tools,
Tarps, Compressors, Air & Power Tools,
Woodworking Tools, Welders, Tool
Boxes, Generators, and much more.
•
•
•
•

Over 20 Million Satisfied Customers!
1 Year Competitor's Low Price Guarantee
No Hassle Return Policy!
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed!

Nobody Beats Our Quality,
Service and Price!
R !
PE ON
U
S UP
CO

SAVE 17 PIECE AIR TOOL
50%
ACCESSORY KIT
LOT NO. 68236

FREE!
WITH MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $9.99

3-1/2" SUPER BRIGHT
NINE LED ALUMINUM
FLASHLIGHT
ITEM 65020/69052/69111

Item 65020
shown

REG. PRICE $6.99

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 1 Only available with qualifying minimum purchase (excludes
gift value). Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. Offer good while supplies
last. Shipping & Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Original coupon must
be presented. Non-transferable. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R !
PE ON
U
P
S U
CO Item 42292

AUTOMATIC
BATTERY FLOAT
CHARGER

shown

4

$ 99

ON ALL HAND TOOLS!

20%

OFF

ANY
SINGLE
ITEM!

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 1 Save 20% on any one item purchased at our store.
*Cannot be used with other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside Track Club membership,
phone or online orders, extended service plans or on any of the following: compressors,
generators, tool storage or carts, welders, floor jacks, Campbell Hausfeld products, open
box items, in-store event or parking lot sale items. Not valid on prior purchases after 30
days from original purchase date with original receipt. Non-transferable. Original coupon
must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

MECHANIC'S
GLOVES
LARGE X-LARGE

R !
PE ON
U
P
S U
CO

LOT NO. 93640

LOT NO. 93641

YOUR
CHOICE!

$ 99

LOT NO. 42292/
69594/69955

SAVE
61%

4

$ 99

REG.
PRICE
$12.99

SAVE
50%

3

REG. PRICE $7.99

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 9
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 6
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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TORQUE WRENCHES
1/4" DRIVE

ACCURACY
WITHIN ±4%

2 PIECE, 1500 LB. CAPACITY
VEHICLE DOLLIES
LOT NO. 67338/60343

Item 67338
shown

LOTNO. 2696

SAVE
50%

3/8" DRIVE
LOTNO. 807

YOUR CHOICE!

REG.
PRICE
$9.99

R !
PE ON
SU UP
CO

LIFETIME WARRANTY

1/2" DRIVE

SAVE
71%

9

REG.
$ 99 $34PRICE
.99

LOTNO. 239

$

3999

REG.
PRICE
$79.99

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 8
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 7
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 5
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

R !
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SU UP
CO HEAVY DUTY

R !
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CO

R !
PE ON
SU UP WEIGHS 74 LBS.
CO

LOTNO.
38846/69597

SAVE
41%

MIG-FLUX
WELDING CART

JACK STANDS

SAVE
57%

$

$

14

REG.
99 $34PRICE
.99

LOT NO. 69340/90305
Welder and
accessories
sold separately.

34

REG.
99$59PRICE
.99

Item 38846
shown

Item
69340
shown

SAVE
$70

RAPID PUMP®
3 TON
HEAVY DUTY
STEEL FLOOR JACK

$

69

Item
68048
shown

LOT NO. 68048/69227

99

REG. PRICE $139.99

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 6
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 5
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 4
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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1 TON CAPACITY
FOLDABLE
SHOP CRANE
LOT NO. 93840/
69445/69512

SAVE
$100
INCLUDES
RAM, HOOK
AND CHAIN!

$

Item 93840
shown

9999

REG.
PRICE
$199.99

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 5
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

400 Stores Nationwide

580 LB.
CAPACITY
FOUR DRAWER
TOOL CART

SAVE
$130

$

LOT NO. 95659

9999

REG.
PRICE
$229.99

HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 3
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases
after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable.
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

2.5 HP, 21 GALLON, 125 PSI
VERTICAL AIR COMPRESSOR
LOT NO.
67847/69091
Item 67847 shown

149

99
SAVE $
$70 REG. PRICE $219.99
HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS - LIMIT 4
Good at our stores or website or by phone. Cannot
be used with other discount or coupon or prior
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with
original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Nontransferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid
through 1/4/13. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

Order Online at HarborFreight.com and We'll Ship Your Order
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Sage Conner’s
1950 GMC

Photos: Belgium Lion; Words: Eric Conner
Model: Kristin Andrews
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T

he story of this truck starts way back when
Sage was a little girl living in Campo,
California. She was often driven to school
by her father who bundled her up in two or three
blankets in a 1950 GMC truck that they fondly
named “Rusty Bolts.” Her dad’s truck had no air
conditioning or heater and was often in need of repair. Sage would help her father work on fixing
whatever was wrong on the weekends. She really
enjoyed the quality time with her dad and those
times provided great memories, so when her dad
sold the truck a few years ago, she was heartbroken.
When her husband found out about the
truck being sold, he decided to surprise Sage with
her own “Rusty Bolts” for the upcoming Christmas. He searched for months but had no luck
until just three days before Christmas. The perfect
GMC popped up on Craigslist. He jumped on it
and surprised Sage on Christmas day with a rusty
project truck that they could restore together.
Eric Conner, Sage’s husband, owns SoCal
Suspension so he wanted to trick the truck up at
the shop, but Sage insisted she wanted to be a
part of every step of the restoration. The first thing
they did was set up the chassis and suspension by
installing a 4-link and air bags in the rear. Then
they stepped the frame and added a Camaro front
clip with disc brakes and power steering. They
wanted the truck to sit on the ground when it is
parked so they dropped the bed and body. Next
was the powerplant. Sage wanted some power so
they installed a 327 Corvette engine.
Sage calls this truck a mutt when
asked about what year the truck is, because
they used body parts from five different
years. The cab and bed are 1954. The fenders
and grille are 1950 and the doors are off a
1949 Chevy. The seat is out of a 1985 Chevy
and the dash is a 1955 Chevy.
Once the truck was assembled and drivable, they sent it off to Nick Bataglia at Loose
Cannon Customs for paint. Sage picked a Pavo
Purple from the House of Kolor. Next was the interior, done by Lindys Auto Upholstery in pearl
white tuck and roll. Sage and Eric then installed
the wood bed floor but had to raise the floor by
seven inches to allow the air suspension to drop
all the way to the ground.
Sage wanted to add one more special touch
and give her truck a name and add a personalized shifter. It took her a while but came up with
the name “Una Bella” and chose a microphone
shifter that is now hooked up so she can talk or
sing into her shifter. She proudly responds to
people, “ Yes, it works.”
Most people would stop there but not the
Conners. They found a 1958 Shasta travel trailer
to tow behind the truck and named it the “ Trailer
Queen.” They repainted it to match the truck and
to top it off, they bagged the trailer to sit on the
ground behind the GMC.
Contributing businesses:
SoCal Suspension
Loose Cannon Customs
Lindy’s Upholstery
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STATISTICS
OWNER

Sage Conner

CAR

1950 GMC pickup

BUILDERS

Sage & Eric Conner

DRIVETRAIN
Transmission

Turbo 350

Rear End

9” Ford

SUSPENSION
Front

1969 Camaro with
dropped spindles

BODY
Grille

1950 GMC

Paint

House of Kolor Pavo Purple

Painter
Graphics

Rear

4-link on 9” notched frame

Nick Battaglia

MISCELLANEOUS

(Loose Cannon Customs)

Tires

235/70R15

Pinstriped hood, laced dash

Brakes

Power disc

with perle fade

Seats

Custom with armrest

Dash

1954 Chevy w/pearl lace fade

Taillights

Mooneyes

ENGINE
Type

327 Corvette

Steering

Mooneyes wheel, tilt column

Carburetion

Edelbrock 650

Upholstery

Pearl white tuck-n-roll

Exhaust

Flowmasters

Interior

Working microphone shifter

Ignition

Pertronix

Windows

1-piece windshield

The Conners found a 1958 Shasta
travel trailer to tow behind the truck
and named it the “Trailer Queen.”
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S

omewhere in the foothills between Yosemite and Sequoia National Parks is the sleepy town of Sanger. It was in the back acre
of Jeff Gladys’ sister and brother-in-law’s property that Jeff
stumbled upon this tired, faded, lightly rusted, dirty old yellow 1954
Buick Century Riviera.
It took close to two years for Jeff to convince his brother-in-law
Cal to sell him the three-holer. All the while, Cal (a car guy and engine
builder) was insisting that “…the old Buick is more of a project than
you need.” That made Jeff want it even more.
Cal finally gave in and loaded the Buick in his trailer and
brought it down to Jeff ’s place in Temple City, California, a fourhour trip, and all he asked was for a hot pastrami sandwich from
The Hat. Hell of a deal. The car was completely intact and had only
a bit of rust and some damage to the rear bumper and trunk, where
it appeared that a telephone pole rear-ended the car at 10 MPH.
Hate it when that happens.
That was in May of 2000 and with the pink slip in hand, Jeff
started to dissect the entire car. Everything was removed, leaving only
a carcass of a rolling chassis and body shell. The original tired old 322
Nailhead and Dynaflow tranny went back to Cal’s Place where he did
a total rebuild. Then tragedy struck. Cal’s Place suffered a serious fire
and the freshly rebuilt Nailhead was burned to death. Cal lost vehicles,
classic parts, antique collectibles, and some cool guns. The Dynaflow
was being rebuilt at B&M Transmission in Fresno. With a little search,
they found another Nailhead in Farmington, Utah. The new motor was
rebuilt using a kit from Kanter’s.
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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Back
Acre
Buick
Meanwhile, back at home the body and
chassis were at Jeff ’s son-in-law Sergio’s body
shop (C&L Auto Body in Arcadia, CA) where
they were entirely soda-blasted inside and
out. Sergio oversaw the body work and had
the body shaved and decked. Jeff frenched in
the ’59 Caddy taillights. With a bit more massaging, the skin was ready for the dark cherry
and Mary Kay pink pearl paint with Pete “Hot
Dog” Finlan striping.
Then it was time for the heart transplant.
The car was shipped back up north to Cal’s
Place to mate the newly built 322 and Dynaflow.
Back at home, Mike’s Muffler installed a custom
dual exhaust to the rear bumper interrupted by
a pair of 16” glass packs. Jeff strung the Painless
wire harness and hung the newly chromed
bumpers and stainless moldings. Martinez
Brothers in El Monte stitched up the white and
dark cherry seat skins and dark cherry carpet
on the insides.
After five years of pleasurable work, it
was almost time for the maiden voyage, but it
required a better stance. Chassis by Aaron in
Covina bagged the rear and drop spindled
the front. Now on the road, “Avabella” (named
after his granddaughters Ava and Isabella)
receives the praise and awards it deserves.
Jeff gives special thanks for the success
of this project to his beautiful wife Ellen who
monitored the budget with loving support,
Cal for all he endured on the journey, and
Sergio for the body and paint.
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STATISTICS
OWNER

Jeff Gladys

DRIVETRAIN

CAR

1954 Buick Century

Transmission

Dynaflow

BUILDER

Owner & family

Rear End

Stock

BODY
Paint

SUSPENSION
PPG Dark Cherry Metallic &

Front

Mary Kay Pink Pearl
Pinstriping

Pete “Hot Dog” Finlan

ENGINE

Dropped spindles and
S-10 springs

Rear

Air bags

MISCELLANEOUS

Type

322 Nailhead

Brakes

Carburetion

Stock

Taillights

Frenched 1959 Cadillac

Exhaust

Dual with 16” glass packs

Upholstery

White & dark cherry vinyl

Ignition

Pertronix

Drum
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LOW-PROFILE CHEVY

- Individually Engineered.
- More than 25 years of experience.
- Over 100 brackets available.
- Affordably Priced.

FLATHEAD FORD

NAILHEAD BUICK

Specializing in fabricated STEEL BRACKETS
for A.C. Compressor, Alternator and Power
Steering Pumps for Chevrolet and other
applications.

- Visit us on the web.
- Contact your favorite Dealer.
- Give us a call.

PHONE: 913-837-4368
FAX: 913-837-5721

FREE
CATALOGS

27070 METCALF ROAD
LOUISBURG, KS 66053

www.agcbracket.com

affordably reach
YOUR customers
in each issue of
Ol’ School Rodz &
Car Kulture Deluxe
Alan Mayes - Advertising Sales Manager
PO Box 1928 • Tullahoma, TN 37388
615-305-1028 • Fax 615-523-1141
E-Mail: alanmayesosr@yahoo.com
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Stray Kat500
By Travis Scanlan
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T

housands from Oklahoma, Kansas,
Texas, Arkansas, Missouri, Colorado,
and beyond gathered in the small town
of Dewey, Oklahoma, on the first weekend of
May for the Stray Kat 500. It’s no surprise
when attendees describe the event as
a block party or family reunion
rather than as a car show. That’s by
design. Mickey Bryan, the head
Stray Kat himself, makes sure
that people know that Stray Kat
Kustoms is more a family than
it is a car club. The show just
follows this guiding principle
and takes it to an entirely
different level.
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In the setting of Dewey’s historic downtown shopping district, the cars make the city
look more 1963 than 2012. The ‘63 and older
traditional rod and kustom show attracts
some of the finest kustoms as well some of
the koolest hot rods in the Midwest.
Rodders come to Dewey not just to
show off their rides, but for the family atmosphere. Not that this is Disneyland; it’s not that
kind of family. It’s a camaraderie, a kinship,
it’s a gathering of like minded people that all
have your back from the minute they meet
you. Leaving other shows you may get passed
if you’re broken down on the side of the highway; that will not happen here ‘cause that’s
not how you treat your brother.
Friday begins the event with a Reliability Run, this year out to Woolaroc Wildlife
Preserve. The hilly and slightly curvy road
led the rods and kustoms to a beautiful and
scenic preserve with museums and other
attractions to enjoy. Then it was back to
Dewey for a free hot dog feed for socializing
and general story telling.
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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One of the koolest parts of the 500 is
the host hotel hangout. Legendary builders
with hundreds of combined years of experience sit out in the hotel parking lot, enjoying
a beer or two, spinning tales for the younger
crowd. You can learn more about building a
car in this parking lot in one night than some
will learn in a lifetime.
As with many shows the main part of the
event is Saturday and many participants
showed up as early as 6:30. In all, 540 vehicles
came through the gates but many wondered if
others had sneaked in as the expanded space
of the show was packed. The Rumblejetts
played two sets on Saturday afternoon and a
wedding even broke out. You never know what
68
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will happen at the 500. There’s no way to tell
how many spectators were there; there is no
gate or admission fee to come see this event.
Sunday the show wrapped up with the
“Blessing of the Cars” so that all show participants had the highest possible power helping
them get home safely. By this time, the crowd
dwindled to about 200 cars that all stayed
around for the special Stray Kat brand of
awards ceremony. Tin oil cans with different
award names were given out to the deserving
cars. It’s all about kool at the Stray Kat 500 and
that’s why this family reunion continues to
grow year after year.
See www.straykatkustoms.com for info
about next year’s show.
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TV Hot Rods
of the 1950s

By John Gunnell

A

bout a year ago, Koolhouse operatives
were cruising a little north of Chicago
and saw signs for the Volo Auto Museum. We hadn’t been there in years, so we
poked our heads in and found out things had
changed. Volo had gone Hollywood.
Over the past seven years, Volo’s Greg
Grams bought a Barris Batmobile. The car
drew so much interest that he then built a
collection of about 200 cars associated with
movies and TV shows, including a number of
hot rods.
“ When we started showing cars like
these,” Greg explained, “we went from
150,000 visitors per year to 250,000 and we
set new records every year now.”
TV cars are always fun to reminisce
over because they bring back memories of
sitting in front of the black and white Motorola TV set with the family back in the ‘50s.
In those days, the TV went on as soon as we
got home from school and went off promptly
at our 9:00 bedtime. We remembered seeing
some hot rods on those old TV shows, but
could only remember one of them that was
really a star. Can you guess which one? It’s
Kookie’s T-bucket.
Greg agreed with us that there were
few real star cars in ‘50s TV shows “ There
were a lot of cars used by TV and movie
stars, but they were just regular cars, but
nothing special,” Greg Grams explained.
“ We don’t go after them; they’re worth nothing to us because they won’t bring people
into the museum.”
Greg has TV hot rods in the collection,
but none of them are from the ‘50s. Greg
noted that Jack Webb had featured hot rods
70
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in several episodes of “Dragnet,” but his ’53
Ford cop car is the one people probably remember most.
“ There’s no car from the early years of
TV in the ‘50s that’s like the Batmobile of the
‘60s or the General Lee of the ‘70s,” Grams
said. “ We have both of those cars in the Volo
Museum and they are big draws.”
Though Greg hasn’t kept all of the
Hollywood he has bought, he enjoys talking
about any vehicle that’s part of TV or movie
history. He also helped make the following
list of the TV hot rods he remembers from
the ‘50s.
The Life of Riley
The Life of Riley evolved out of a radio
show. Aircraft worker Chester A. Riley was a
nice guy who got into “Revoltin’ developments!” William Bendix played Riley in a 1949
movie version, but passed on the TV role because of contractual snags. Jackie Gleason
was Chester in a shortlived 1950 run. Bendix
came on board when
Riley was revived in 1953.
He lasted six years.
Providing a hot rod
for “Riley” was one of kustomizer George Barris’
earliest TV deals. The
Hemi-powered ’34 Ford
coupe with cycle fenders, a
’32 Ford grille and white
pleated upholstery belonged to Jim Griepsma.
Called “Juvenile Delinquent,” the hot rod episode

TOP: Oklahoma City’s Reno Rods & Customs
brought Kookie Kar clone to SEMA in ‘09

revolved around Riley’s son Junior (Lanny
Rees) getting interested in hot rods and dad
worrying if he had lost his way. It originally
aired in November 1956.
Dragnet
Dragnet was a cop show starring Jack
Webb as Sgt. Joe Friday. It started as a 1949
radio show. The ‘50s TV version ran from 1951
to 1959. It was later revived. The series was
based in Los Angeles When Webb died, he
got an LAPD honor guard and was buried
with badge 714, his number on the show.
In a 1954 episode, “Big Rod,” a young
woman is run down by a jalopy. A witness tells
Friday and his partner that the killer was driving a hot rod. The cops visit the NHRA, where
Wally Parks helps them contact a hot rod club.
Members help track down
the killer. The show is on
YouTube and the cops drive
a ‘54 Ford police car.
In a 1959 episode
called “ The Big Hot Rod,”
four hot rods are stolen by
thieves who intend to strip
the cars for parts and accessories. Again the NHRA
is contacted. This episode
features a ’29 Model A
roadster that Barris Kustoms built for “ Whitey”
Pollard and repainted
after its TV appearance.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
•Dragnet’s Webb and young actor with
Barris built ‘29 Model A. (George Barris)
•Chrisman Brothers’ Bonneville Streamliner became a star on Dobie Gillis series.
•Green roadster had a starring role in an
episode of The Ozzie & Harriet Show.
•Jim Griepsma’s’34 Ford coupe appeared
in “Life of Riley.” (Barris photo)
Ozzie gets the car going and agrees to
a road race to prove his point. The boys take
the dare, but it ends with them bumping the
stalled Model T and pushing it across the line.
Both cars run a dead heat before the Model T
self destructs. The ’32 Ford used on TV
survives in Ross Myer’s 3 Dog Garage. T.
The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis
This 1959 comedy series was inspired
by short stories and a 1953 film, The Affairs of
Dobie Gillis. Actor Dwayne Hickman played
Dobie, a teen-ager obsessed with achieving
success and wooing beautiful girls. Bob Denver was beatnik friend, Maynard G. Krebs.
Milton Armitage (Warren Beatty) and his
cousin Chatsworth Osborne, Jr. (Steven
Franken) were wealthy rivals. Dobie lusted
for Thalia Menninger (Tuesday Weld), but
Zelda Gilroy (Sheila James Kuehl) loved him.
Though Dobie Gillis wasn’t about cars, a
famous ‘50s hot rod was used in it. George Barris owned Art and Lloyd Chrisman’s streamlined
1930 Model A Bonneville racer. He renamed it
the XMSC 210 and redid it for the show.
“ We set it up like a street racer, rather
than a lakes car,” Barris says in his book Barris Kustoms of the 1950s. He had John Geraghty
install a fully-chromed Olds V-8 and
chromed suspension and added gull-wing
doors to facilitate filming. Dana Mecum has
the car today and it looks almost like it did
when Art and Lloyd had it.

The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet
Ozzie Nelson convinced ABC to do a
series about his family. The Nelsons—Ozzie,
Harriet, David and Rick—epitomized ‘50s
values and ideals. The Adventures of Ozzie &
Harriet aired from 1952-1966. It became synonymous with life in the ‘50s and is still the
longest-running sitcom in history.

The show built one plot around hot
rods. In a 1958 episode, “Road Race,”
Ricky ’s friend has a hot rod that he relied
on specialty shops to build. Ozzie says his
generation could fix old cars without help,
so his neighbors (who drive a finned
Mopar) get him a Model T to race with the
hot rod.

77 Sunset Strip
77 Sunset Strip was a 1958-1964 TV show
about private eyes Stu Bailey (Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.) and Jeff Spencer (Roger Smith) with
offices at 77 Sunset Strip, next to Dean Martin’s real-world Dino’s Lounge. Jacqueline
Beer was their French secretary, Suzanne.
Edd Byrnes played Gerald Lloyd Kookson III (a.k.a. Kookie), a jive-talking Dino’s
parking lot attendant with dreams of being a
PI. Kookie’s hot rod became a star. It began as
a $100 Model A Ford, purchased by Norm
Grabowski 1952. He later bolted a ’22 Model T
body to it. The car was in a 1955 film, but 77
Sunset Strip made it famous and inspired a
LIFE Magazine hot rod issue.
Resource: Volo Auto Museum
(www.volocars.com; 815-385-8408)
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THIS PAGE: Flyn Stone
in his garage.
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ash

efore the days of the automobile, the carriage house was an
outbuilding where the family’s
horse and carriage were housed and protected from the elements. As the horseless
carriage evolved from the carriage, the
garage evolved from the carriage house. For
those who could afford an automobile, the logical place to park the newfangled car was next
to the horse in the carriage house or barn.
Visionary architects recognized with the
proliferation of the automobile, there was a need
for a new kind of outbuilding to store the family
automobile. As an evolution of the carriage house,
it still housed the family transportation. Dirt floors
were upgraded to concrete as the horse and carriage
gave way to the automobile.
Building tract homes would be years in the future,
which meant there was less uniformity in the designing
and building of garages. Some of the first were spartan and
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ABOVE: The Author’s garage.
LEFT: Robert & Suzanne Williams’
neat and orderly garage, but like
with most car nuts, the garage is
never big enough.
BELOW: Bill West’s one car garage
was built it the 1920s by an independent builder and includes a
maids quarters. Photo circa 1957

had only enough room to park one car,
while others were more in keeping with the
tradition of the carriage house, providing
the additional room for a workshop and
storage. The garage was in its infancy and no
standard had been set. As a consequence,
some garages were as unique as the individuals who owned them. As the decades
passed, certain standards were set but there
would continue to be independent minded
builders and clients who wanted something
more than the standard one or two car
garages. While the automobile and garage
were coming of age, so were those first car
guys who loved to work on cars. Garages
mutated from a sparse parking shed into a
kind of car studio, indoor junk pile gallery,
workshop, and tool shed.
Early garages were little more that
simple sheds with double doors that opened
outwards like a barn. These doors proved to
be problematic as winter snow made them
near impossible to open without shoveling
the snow blocking them. A number of solutions were tried, but for those who were
snowbound, none worked as well as the roll
up overhead door invented by C.G. Johnson
in 1921; and in 1926, the automatic garage
door opener.
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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ABOVE: Flyn Stone had to put together a
makeshift outdoor canopy to protect seven
or eight cars and trucks that wouldn’t fit in
either of his two garages.
BELOW: Tom Otis striping his highboy in
his West Hills, California, garage and studio. Tom’s garage displays keepsakes that
give the space a bit of atmosphere.

It is doubtful that anyone expected for
people to love their cars the way they do. The
beloved automobiles became so important
to their owners that the garage eventually
became part of the house. However, attached or not, the true car addict never has
enough room, so many of their favorite cars
were destined for the more rustic lean-to,
canopy, or makeshift garage. This was not
lost on home builders, and architects who
began integrating larger three and four car
garages into their designs.
Those who want to build their own
soon discover the cost can be prohibitive, so
car guys often get creative with their own solutions. Case in point, Flyn Stone’s motorcycle
dome garage is just such an example. The
dome is composed of oddly shaped panels he
picked up for a song at the movie studios.
Stone uses it for his collection of motorcycles
and motorcycle parts. Wandering around in
his other garage, Flyn Stone has long ago run
out of space, a common problem with die
hard car guys. Can you spot the ‘32 Buick 5window coupe buried amongst all the parts?
No matter where you look there is a feast of
treasure, enough car stuff to make even the
most hardened car guy giddy.
Garages come in all shapes and sizes,
like car guys. There’s no question that the
garage is the original man cave.
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ABOVE: A Carriage house turned
garage serves this 1930 Model A well,
as it once did the horse and carriage
before it. Charcoal drawing by Kent
Bash © 1996.

BELOW: Richard Fring’s garage is his
man cave. His garage is garnished with his
tools, parts, keepsakes, memorabilia, his
1939 Ford, and a refrigerator. Photo:
Richard Freng
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ABOVE: Walt Rittle repairs a faulty kickstand on a 1946 Indian. His garage has an
in-floor motorcycle lift.

Donate your Car,
Truck, RV, Boat,
Plane, or Real Estate
to help people needing
organ transplants on
MatchingDonors.com

Cars4Kidneys
1-800-385-0422

Has a large selection of
necessary
and
accessory
items to make your ride standout+XEFDSVKHDGOLJKWV6PLWK\¶VODNHSLSHV
tail lights,
skirts & more!

Call 620-442-8500 for a FREE catalog
or check our web site at koolrides.com

802 E Madison Ave
Arkansas City, KS 67005
service@koolrides.biz

Our 501c3 nonprofit
benefits by receiving
the proceeds of the
donation, and you receive
the great tax deduction!!

Cars

4

Kidneys
Cars4Kidneys.com
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By Doc Von Weber

Memories
ONE MAN’S CUSTOM

Herein, an update on “Memories,” the 1954 Mercury being built as a memorial to West Coast Kustoms
founder Rich Pichette. When completed, it will be auctioned to benefit Alzheimers Research. – Ed.

A

call came in from Jim Hunt, owner of
Jim Hunt’s Hot Rod Shop. Jim wanted
all hands on deck to help on Rich
Pichette’s last project car. I knew Rich from all
the old days at the Jet Drive-In and Paso Robles. Also, we all worked for the Riverside
County Office of Education as teachers.
Rich had touched so many young people’s lives in teaching his given trade. I ran
into so many people at car shows and events,
and after talking to them I found out why they
came to shows. A lot of them tell me it’s because of their old teacher in high school that
they now live cars and the dream of building
custom cars and trucks. Most of all, how he
was trying to get all these people together for
one good car show.
That’s the gift Rich gave to all of us. He
bestowed voluntarily and without any com80
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pensation something we have to go to see.
How this talented person worked this is a
true act of the power of giving. This is Paso
Robles or, now, Santa Maria. So I drove over
to Mr. Hunt’s shop, ready to repay Rich for all
he had done for the lifestyle of customs.
Jim and one of his top students from
his high school, Kyle Munoz, had started to
cut the rusted trunk area of the old Merc. Jim
took the trunk floor board out and placed it
over by the new steel panel which Rich’s son
had just bought at the steel yard. Jim and Kyle
had to lay out a pattern for the new panel.
Jim cut the new steel panel, after which
he spot welded it into place. He had to raise
the car to weld the bottom. You all know how
hard it is to do an overhead weld. This is done
so you all don’t see the welds on the top side
of the trunk area. If you know Jim Hunt, he

Jim Hunt

Kyle Munoz
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Herb Weber

Jacob Park

had to make the floorboard strong, so he cut
box steel tubing to weld to the back side of
the panel, maybe to carry all the lead bars
that will be used on this great project custom.
Jim told me, “Herbie Weber, don’t just
stand and watch us. You know what to do!”
I started to check out all the rust in the
front part of the floor board. “Knowing what
to do” is not all in the textbooks at my school.
I have been teaching Auto Collision and Refinishing at ROP CTE (Career Technical Education) for the last 31 years. I have also been
teaching painting at Riverside City College for
33 years and started with Weber’s Custom in
1977. So when I look at a car or custom, I know
how much time it takes to finish.
Well, I just started to cut out the rust in
the driver’s side first, after which I found the
side rockers had to be cut and the side outriggers on the bottom had to be fabbed out.
This was the fun part – making the boxed outriggers - because this area holds all the
weight of the driver and the car seat.
Here are a few pictures of what we had
to build. I like doing this type of work; holding
a part in your hand is better than looking at
pictures. Fabrication work is the great opening to any type of custom.
I made the new panel and check fit it
into place. I like it when the panel fits well the
first time, but we know we can cut it down to
size if we need to. I tack welded the corners
into place, after which I started to weld small
beads on the sides of the panel. I like to cool off
the surface with an air nozzle but if I don’t have
air, I’ll go back to hammer welding the surface.
This makes for a great looking weld and we
don’t have to grind the surface with a grinder.
If you don’t have any of these skills, you
can jump around the panel and cool the
welded areas with a wet clean rag. This will
stop the panel from going wild. As you can
see, I had to cut a lot of the floor board out
and replace it with new steel.
Keep in mind it was hot this summer.
Just picking up the steel was no easy task. We
know all good welders can weld in any type
of weather, but we all love telling you how hot
it was with full leathers on. A few of these pictures show we didn’t have the leathers on all
of the time.
Jim did a great job on welding the firewall. He also cut out all of the small metal for
each one of the holes in that firewall.
It was a great feeling knowing Rich’s
dream was on its next step of coming true. It
was as if Rich was watching us and telling us,
“Don’t shortcut anything on my car.” Or, as he
would say, “my baby.” It was great for all of us
to work together, and giving our time for a
great man.
Thanks to: Jim Hunt – Jim Hunt Hot
Rods; Kyle Munoz – high school student, top
of his class in welding; Jacob Park – Jim’s right
had man at the shop.
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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Gal
Name: Rio
Photographer: Susana Victoria
( Vestige Photography)
Makeup: Christian

Talk &Tease
Age: 28
Occupation: Tattoo artist/piercer
and model
Sign: Virgo
Stats: 34-24-39
Favorite Bands: Neil Young, Zero7,
Mazzy Star, Gang Star, Johnny Cash
Favorite Films: Quentin Tarantino
films, horror films, too many to name
Favorite TV Shows: Shameless,
True Blood
Vices: Walking around naked as much
as possible
What makes you happy? Bright sunny
days, surfing, being physically active,
gardening, tattooing
What makes you sad? How we’re so
quick to judge each other for no reason.
Five things you can’t live without:
Love, tattooing, latex/corsets, my pets
& a nice ride
Fantasy: To travel the world tattooing
Favorite Drink: Ice cold coconut drink
Favorite Car: ‘50s Merc
Favorite Animal: Snakes, pit bulls,
and kitty cats
Favorite Flower: Passion flowers
and fuscias
Favorite place to visit: Japan
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Indianapolis, Indiana

Hot Rods & Customs

317-784-5500
www.brownsmetalmods.com
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ROAD KINGS

GASSER
By Doug Reed

T

here is a group of guys around Kokomo, Indiana,
with a very unique club. The Road Kings have been
around for six or seven years and have around 40
members. Nobody really knows for sure. They pay no
dues and hold no meetings. On most Saturdays, 20 to
30 show up at the club’s garage in Greentown, Indiana,
just a few miles east of Kokomo. In the garage, there is
always a project under construction or repair.

Most of the Road Kings have some type
of expertise to bring to the club. Some do
metal work, some do wrenching, and some
do painting, but all work done is strictly voluntary. The club refrigerator is kept full of
beer and everyone comes ready to work on
whatever project is at hand. In the last three
years, they have built three to four projects
each winter besides helping on repairs to hot
rods and customs owned by club members.
The Road Kings have rented the Bunker
Hill drag strip just north of Kokomo in August
last two years and sponsored the Battle on the
Hill nostalgic drag races. The club wanted to
provide an outlet for club members and other
guests to run their hot rods and customs and
have a fun Sunday. The first year, a few old
style gassers came to the Battle and this
sparked an interest in the club to build their
own race car. A search found a couple of ‘55
Chevys in Michigan and about eight of the
club members chipped in to bring them to Indiana. Once in the shop, the best candidate
was chosen and work began.
Back in the ‘50s when clubs built and
ran race cars, most of them were built as a
club project much the same way the Road
Kings built theirs. Someone had started to

build a gasser out of the ‘55 before and had
installed a straight axle. The Road Kings
found this not to be up to their standards and
decided to start over again with the chassis.
Most of the parts used on the project were
donated. A ‘38 Chevy front axle and springs
were set-up for the front end. Early ‘60s
Chevy drum brakes were adapted and Rocket
Launcher spoked wheels with Nexen 165/8015 tires put everything on the ground in front.
A 1968 GW Invader racing boat steering wheel
and column keeps the ‘55 headed in the right
direction. The rear was set-up with a Ford 9”
containing Moser axles and spools. A 4.86
gear turns 10.5 x 28.5-15 Racemasters
mounted to 10” aluminum slots. The rest of
the chassis is basically stock ‘55 Chevy.
Now when you put on a nostalgic drag
race event and sponsor your own gasser to
run at the event, you want it to be impressive.
A Chevy big block 468 CID equipped with a
Scat crank and Dart Iron Eagle heads was
mated to a Turbo 400 with a manual valve
body, trans brake, and Hurst shifter. Other
goodies added were a Dart intake topped
with a Holley 830 carb. An MSD ignition fires
the gas and a set of fenderwell headers
passes out what’s left.
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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The body was left mostly stock with
the exception of the modified rear wheel
openings and a tilt fiberglass front end. The
body was smoothed and repaired before
being covered with white enamel sprayed
by Rich Mickelson and Jim Heltzel. Rich
laid down the gold leaf while KTS Graphics
was responsible for the lettering. The interior was brought up to date with a full roll
cage equipped with shoulder harness for
both the driver and passenger. The front
seat was narrowed to fit within the roll cage
before it was covered with an original style
black and white vinyl. Gary Galloway finished the rest of the interior in the same
black and white vinyl upholstery. This interior would look nice in any show car, let
alone a race car.
The Road Kings made several runs with
the ‘55 at the Battle at the Hill this year and
the car ran strong. In 2012, the Road Kings
sponsored two races. The first was in July at
Beanblossom, Indiana. The second was a return to Bunker Hill for the Battle on the Hill
in August.
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STATISTICS
OWNER

Road Kings Car Club

SUSPENSION

Kokomo, IN

Front

CAR

1955 Chevy 2-door sedan

BUILDER

Road Kings Car Club

1938 Chevy truck axle and
leaf springs

Rear

Stock with extra leaves and
ladder bars

BODY
Mods

Tilt fiberglass front end,

MISCELLANEOUS

radiused rear wheel wells

Wheels

Paint

White Martin Senour enamel

Painter

Rich Mickelson/Jim Heltzel

Graphics

Rich Mickelson/KTS Graphics

F: 15x4.5 Rocket Launcher
R: 15x10 aluminum slots

Tires

F: 165/80-15
R: 10.5x28.5-15 M&H
Racemaster slicks

ENGINE
Type

468 CID Chevy big block

Carburetion

Dart intake with 830 Holley

Exhaust

Fenderwell headers

Brakes

F: Drum; R: Disc

Seats

Stock, narrowed to fit

Upholstery

Gary Galloway

Steering

1968 GW Invader race boat

roll cage

column

DRIVETRAIN
Transmission

Turbo 400

Rear End

9” Ford with Moser axles,
spools, 4.86 gears
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Fu ll C u s t o m C oo l

Pontiac-Oakland Club
International

The world’s largest Pontiac club
has local and specialty chapters, a
76 page, full-color monthly magazine, classifieds and a very active
Internet community. The POCI is
the best choice for all Pontiac,
Oakland and GMC fans. Join in on
the Ponti-Action- just $35/year!

POCI PO Box 68
Maple Plain, MN 55359
(877) 368-3454 www.poci.org

672001-VHY Mark IV
Under Dash Cool Only System
Compact Design -15.5”wide x 5.75” tall x 13.5” deep

The timeless look of chrome and real
steel combined with Vintage Air’s 35 years of
proven performance makes the new Mark IV a great
choice for your period perfect custom ride.
We Can Cool Any Car!
Choose Our Award Winning SureFit Kits For Popular Muscle
Cars Or Our Universal Systems For Almost Any Application.

800.862.6658
See Our Complete Catalog At:

v i n t a g e a i r. c o m

®
Mark IV and Sure Fit are trade names of Vintage Air Inc.

CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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HOT
R
ARCHAEOLO
Mike Wolfe’s Iowa Club Plaques
Words: John Wells, Vintage Torque; Photos: Amy Richmond

M

ike Wolfe has always been into
the hot rod and motorcycle
scene. You may have seen a little
TV show he has on History Channel called
American Pickers. Long before he was a
“celebrity,” Mike was working on getting a
collection of car club plaques from longtime collector Jerry Tebockhorst in Eastern
Iowa. Recently widowed, Penny Tebockhorst called Antique Archeology, Mike’s antique shop, stating that the plaque
collection was ready to be sold.
Mike could not believe how extensive
and significant the collection turned out to
be. Car clubs that hardly anyone remembers
were represented and they were all from
Eastern Iowa. This strong car culture is what
helped lead to the building of Cordova Dragway, the oldest continuously operating drag
strip in the country. Before Cordova, Iowa car
clubs had to travel to central Illinois in order
to race. It was car clubs like the Road Angels
in Davenport that helped push the now legendary drag strip into existence.
Kenny Sehmann from Davenport was
one of the founding members of Road Angels

Since Kenny’s dad was the owner of a
local service station back in the early days,
the Road Angels used it as the foundation
and club hangout. After about
two years the car club had
outgrown the service station,
though, and had to move on
to a bigger location. But that
did not stop the service station from sponsoring champion racers. The 1957 Cordova
World Series champion was
sponsored by Ray Sehmann’s
Skelly Service. Sponsorship
in those days was a much
smaller commitment compared with today. Today when
you see a funny car going
down the track and you see a
major corporation on the side, odds are that
the company spent six figures to get that
rolling billboard. In the late ‘50s, sponsorship
entailed getting some precision tuning before each race, paying for the entry fees to go
race, and an occasional free tank of gas. Quite
a difference from today, huh?
The Road Angels, as
well as other clubs in the
area, were very vocal about
getting a drag strip built locally. There is even a picture
of a Road Angels car with a
banner attached that reads
“Davenport Needs A Drag Strip!” This banner
was used in a local Halloween parade.
The Road Angels were very much active in the local community, and as Kenny
states, “ We never wanted to be a bunch of
punks out raising hell. We knew that the bad
reputation of hot rodders was caused by a
few bad apples and we wanted to change
that perception.”
That is why the Road Angels carried
cards with them that stated “ You have been
aided by a responsible member of
the Road Angels Hot Rod Club of Davenport.” When members would see
cars that had broken down on the
side of the road, they were expected
to stop and help the stranded motorists in whatever way they could. It
sure would be nice if more people
had that same mindset today. Thankfully, some still do.
Car club plaques are just
pieces of history that represent peo-

This is a part of hot rod history, man.
If we don’t get the word out about this
stuff, who is gonna remember it?
Davenport, circa 1956-1965. Kenny was presented with all the names of the different car
clubs that were in the Tebockhorst plaque
collection. Of the 40 plaques presented,
Kenny knew about 70% and could even tell
you some of the cars that were in the clubs
back in the day.
There is a vast amount of knowledge
wandering around in the gray matter of
Sehmann and there are many rodders that
still take advantage of all this information on
a regular basis. They simply call Autorons in
Davenport, where Kenny still works. Autorons is known for building professional
racing engines for clients like drag racing legend Arnie “ The Farmer” Beswick. If you want
to find some history in Eastern Iowa, look no
further than this establishment. Gearheads
from all over the area make it a point to stop
in to catch up with the local hot rod news. The
locals know that Kenny keeps up with current
builds, new events, and those that just got a
new addition to their car corrals.
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ple and clubs and the Road Kings were one
of those significant clubs in Iowa.
“ These pieces that we purchase are all
connections to the past and
the stories these things represent are the important
thing,” states Mike Wolfe.
“ These plaques are amazing
pieces of history, but this is
not unique to Iowa. There
are guys in Washington
state, and Oklahoma that
have these same kinds of
collections in their garages.
It is up to the younger generation to seek these guys
out. Get the stories from
them while they are still
here. Find out all you can
about the local history, ‘cause once these guys
are gone, the stories are, too.”
That is what Mike was doing with Jerry
Tebockhorst. Mike knew Jerry from their
common interest in Vespas and other scooters. And Mike knew that Jerry was a collector
of vintage hot rod parts and paraphernalia.
Jerry collected these plaques over the
past 30 years, getting as many of the Eastern
Iowa and Western Illinois chapters as he
could find. Even if he could not get an actual
plaque, he would get a cast off an original
plaque. When he first started collecting these
plaques, he thought there may be 15-20
plaques from the local area, but as time went
on, more hot rodders in the local community
heard about what Jerry was doing. The fellow
gearheads stepped up and would either donate plaques from clubs that had long since
died or lend him their plaques so that he
could add to his collection. Jerry could always
be seen at events in his Model A or Jeepster.
He was not afraid to drive his vehicles and
many of his friends would give him a hard
time about driving too late in the year... or too
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early! Jerry knew cars were meant to be
driven and this exactly what he did.
Mike considers himself lucky to be
able to get the Tebockhorst collection and
values the stories of Jerry as much as the
plaque collection. Mike intends to publish a
book based on the car club plaques that were
recently purchased.
“Even though these are gonna be in my
own personal collection,” Mike says, “the
world needs to see these. This is a part of hot
rod history, man. If we don’t get the word out
about this stuff, who is gonna remember it?
We have to keep these traditions rolling!”
Too true, Mike!
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Putting the

“GRAND”in
Grand Prix
s

Photos: Doug Adam
s
Words: Alan Maye
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I

f you’ve been reading Car Kulture DeLuxe
very long, it’s no secret that I’m a huge fan
of Richard Zocchi’s style of kustoms. He
has a knack for two things in particular: 1)
taking a car that no one else would consider
kustom worthy and making a gorgeous car
out of it (see his ’68 Dodge Polara in CKD
#44); and 2) taking some of the most perfect
designs ever to come out of Detroit into tastefully beautiful kustoms (see his ’62 Grand
Prix in CKD #47 and the ’64 Grand Prix right
in front of you). “Elegant” seems to be the
word that comes to mind time and again.
Now the 1963 and 1964 Pontiac Grand
Prix models are to my mind among the prettiest
cars GM ever produced. They were from the Bill
Mitchell era of GM styling, which was one of the
best ever, anywhere. So, if you’re modifying one,
you’d better be good or you’re gonna screw it up.
This one is definitely not screwed up!
Zocchi took his Grand Prix to John Aiello
of Aiello Customs in Pacheco, California, for the
bodywork. John chopped the signature, concave rear window top three inches. While the
torches were warmed up, he also extended the
headlights, each into its own pod, the top ones
by four inches and the bottoms by three. Headlight rings from a 1958 Mercury were utilized.
The front bumper was cut to accommodate the
new headlights and the bolt holes were filled.
The grille is hand bent from 1/8 inch round rod.
The Pontiac was shaved, nosed and
decked and solenoids added for trunk and
door operation. Though the car sits low on its
Air Ride Technologies air bag system, it’s not
really lowered as much as it seems. Part of the
effect is visual, accomplished by lowering the
wheelwells and the rocker panels by one inch
and then molding them together. It’s subtle
but effective.
In the rear, stock taillights sit behind a
custom grille. The large stock back-up lights
in the rear fender ends were replaced with
custom textured metal panels accentuated
with bullets and spear trim.
Multiple time Hall of Famer Art Himsl did
the fine paint work. It’s three shades of blue
pearl, paneled, scalloped, and striped. The interior uses stock seats covered in blue Ultrasuede
and white vinyl. Current owner Gary Birns
added a custom rear console. The interior’s
inviting aura is enhanced by a Pioneer stereo
system and factory air conditioning.
Under the hood of this beauty resides a
53,000 mile original Pontiac 389 backed by a
Hydramatic transmission. Coker whitewall
radials are wrapped around Roadster wire
wheels with recessed Thunderbird caps,
which are in turn capped with bullets.
As expected, this Grand Prix has been
a show winner everywhere it has been
shown. It’s a gorgeous example of why kustoms were invented in the first place.
Special thanks to Gary Birns for the
new rear seat console photos.
CAR KULTURE DELUXE
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Gal
Name: Symphony Rose
Photographer: Belgium Lion Photography

Talk &Tease
Occupation: Waitress, mommy & model
Sign: Libra
Stats: 36B-26-36
Favorite Bands: Van Halen & the Eagles
Favorite Films: American History X,
Star Wars Trilogy
Vices: Good food
What makes you happy? Being a mom
What makes you sad? Insensitivity
& trailer queens
Five things you can’t live without:
Daughter, family, music, laughter, friends
Favorite Drink: Orange juice or a good
ol ’ Shirley Temple
Favorite Car: ’69 Chevy Camaro Z/ 28
Favorite Animal: Tiger
Favorite Flower: Rose
Favorite place to visit: Beach, car shows
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The SEMA Show

PERFORMS.

Up-close innovation. Technology in your face.
New products and ideas to increase sales
and power your business.

Register now at
www.SEMAShow.com/CKD

Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, Nevada
Exhibit Days: Tuesday, Oct. 30 – Friday, Nov. 2, 2012
Education Days: Monday, Oct. 29 – Friday, Nov. 2, 2012
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You can’t always win
at the newsstand

Subscribe
and
Save!
SAVE OVER 40% OFF THE COVER PRICE. Call Toll Free:1-877-655-6423
Or pay by check/money order, Mastercard, Visa or AMEX by mailing to: Car Kulture Deluxe P.O. Box 5484, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33310-9920
PRE 1968 HOT RODS • KUSTOMS • GASSERS • PIN-UPS • ART • KUSTOM MUSIC • ROD SHOWS

FOR FASTER SERVICE & MERCHANDISE GO TO

www.koolhousepublishing.com

SOUTH OF HEAVEN’S FILTHIE ‘36
$

Only In CK Deluxe:

STARBIRD’S “SPACED OUT” ‘34 BUICLSK
BO HUFF’S LOWDOWN ON WHITEWAL
ER
FOUND! VON DUTCH’S XAVW BOBB
PLUS AUSTRALIA’S CHROMEFEST
& LONESTAR ROUND UP

53

Au g u s t 2 0 1 2

Smart Phone Scan To
Access Online Sub Page

$24.95 / 1 Year 6 issues
$45.95 / 2 Year 12 issues
Name

COVER ROD

TJ RAPPEL’S

REAVES’ ‘30 MODEL A

“CHANGE IN DIRECTION”

ckdeluxe.com
 

“REAR VIEW”

Visa

Mastercard

AMEX

Address
City

POSTER PULL OUT

Credit Card:

State

Phone

Zip

Email

Card#
Signature

Exp. Date

Total$

Display until 9/3/12 USA & Canada Only

NOT YOUR OLD MAN’S CAR MAGAZINE!!

KULTURE
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: CANADA $30.95 PER YEAR. ALL OTHER COUNTRIESCAR
: $50.00
PER YEAR.DELUXE
PAYABLE IN US FUNDS ONLY97
.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: CANADA $57.95 FOR TWO YEARS. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: $95.95. PAYABLE IN US FUNDS ONLY.
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By Dale Van Zant

*
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SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF HOT RODDING

L

et’s agree for a moment that hot
rodding and customizing are, at their
core, one and the same. I got to thinking about this a couple of nights ago as I
stood in a crowded bar and listened to an
evening of amazing music - Dave Alvin
(Blasters), the Supersuckers and the incredible Reverend Horton Heat. This is
haulin’ ass music, and it brought back a
flood of memories of hot rodding, racing,
and of loss and redemption.
Some years ago, in a fit of conscience, I sold my cars. Yup, my heart and
my soul, gone. I never thought I would do
such a thing but “ What business do I
have,” I’d asked myself, “having a custom
and a drag car when my wife is expecting
our child?” So, I sold them both in a very
short time frame. My 1940 Chevy coupe
street rod/bracket racer and my beautiful
’52 Fleetline Deluxe went to the highest
bidders It was a sad day, indeed. To this
day, I cannot explain my actions entirely,
except that it seemed like the right thing
to do at the time. Sometimes a guy does
that sort of thing. At least I did.
Not having the cars anymore did not
assuage the need in my heart and soul for a
hot rod, the need to build and to customize. I
missed it all: the sights, the sounds, the feeling, and the taste and the smell. Hot rodding
is quite the tactile experience. Each one of
you knows what I mean. If truly experienced,
it hits all of the senses.
With the birth of our first son, life’s
priorities definitely shifted, but I still found
myself yearning for that which I had given up.
Shortly before this fit of conscience, I would
stay up half the night wrenching, and I would
load my hot rod onto the hauler and head out
to Carlsbad Raceway twice a month to run
either the bracket races or the open test and
tune nights under the lights at the strip. This
is what I can only describe as the tactile experience of hot rodding, the sweet smell of 110octane race gas exiting open headers, the
taste of a big, fat, smoky burnout, going for the
biggest, stickiest footprint possible and a
crowd-pleasing wheels-up launch. The sweet
song of 5000 rpm tranny locked in first and
reverse, right up against the torque convertor,
the sight of amber, amber, GREEN as you an-
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ticipate that beautiful light and let go the trans
brake. The gut-sloshing, helmet-slamming,
violent launch as your front tires leave the tarmac, looking at purple sky and praying for a
brief moment that you haven’t over-corrected
when the front suspension once again makes
contact with the ground. Friggin’ nirvana!

But at that point in my life, the sights
and sounds of hot rodding were but a distant
memory. Ironically, I found myself dealing
with the reality of life, the responsible and
the necessary. Heading out into the yard one
day to cut the grass, I realized that my lawn
mower was dry. And at that moment, I remembered the 55 gallon drum of 110 octane
VP race gas I had sitting in the garage. I really
didn’t give it a second thought as I filled my
gas can, but let me tell you, the moment I lit
off that Briggs and Stratton mower, I was
transported to another place and time burnouts and wheels-up launches. With the
first whiff of that sweet 110 octane exhaust,
mowing the lawn became a rather perverse
substitute for my glory days at good ol’ Carlsbad Raceway, thought I’d never let on to the
little woman that I was living vicariously
through my yard work. Every time I fired up
that mower, I was at the track again.
A few years and a couple of sweet little
boys later, life had settled down a bit. My wife
took me aside.
“ You know, babe,” she offered, “ You’ve
been kind of a jerk since you sold your cars.”

I couldn’t argue with that assessment.
Taking this cue, I began searching for one
of my long-lost creations. I knew she always
missed the fire-engine red ’52 Fleetline
fastback custom, but I never did find that
custom and honestly, my heart and soul always belonged to the 455 Pontiac-powered
1940 Chevy coupe.
As fate would have it, after a couple
of months’ of searching, I believed I had
found the owner of the coupe. The Internet is a remarkable thing. Sight-unseen,
I walked up to the address I had found.
As I eased up the walkway, my heart
raced as I peered through the window
into the garage. And there it was, as it
had been the moment I watched it roll
out of my driveway five years earlier.
Filled with bags of children’s clothes and
paraphernalia, but otherwise unmolested, here was my coupe, my heart and
hot rodding soul, which had not seen the
light of day since I sold it.
It took another six weeks to talk
the fellow into selling it back to me, but
sell it to me he did. As it should be. The
sights and sounds of hot rodding were mine
again. This coupe was a gasser when I bought
it and it would be a gasser again.
Earplugs and the whine of a grinding
disc accompany the shower of sparks. The
flash of an auto-darkening welding mask
and the smell of inert shielding gas are
quite pleasing as I spend many a midnight-hour welding while the family
sleeps. The “tacka-tacka-tacka” of the rattle-can ball and the pleasant smell of fresh
paint tell me I am close to a conclusion.
And when I light off the 12:1 beast that has
been sleeping in someone else’s garage for
the past five years, I know that I have regained my heart and soul. Hot rodding is
indeed a tactile endeavor - the sights, the
sounds, the smell and taste and feeling of
looking at blue sky when I let loose that
trans brake. Dammit, I hope I’ve got the
juice to beat Butch’s ’40 Willys this time
out. And if not, there’s always next time,
‘cause I ain’t letting it go again.
As always, feel free to drop a line, your
feedback is appreciated. Send e-mails to
dvz@koolhousepublishing.com.
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From classic cars to muscle cars,
Grundy Wo
World
dwide has you covered.
Grundy Worldwide of fers agreed value insurance with no mileage limitations,
zero deductible*, and high liability limits. Our coverages are specifically designed
for collectible car owners. From classic cars to muscle cars, Grundy Worldwide
has you covered.
Official Insurance Company of Goodguys

*Zero deductible available in most states

888.6GRUNDY (8
(888.647.8639)
88.6 47.8639 ) | www.grundyworldwide.com
www
w.grundyworldwide.com
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